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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and brief 

This Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, Clyde North, was 

commissioned by the Pask Group.  The property comprises the 1880s homestead, a nineteenth century 

stables/coach house, driveways, and mature specimen trees in a landscape setting.  

A permit (PlnA00990/15) was issued by the City of Casey on 21 October 2016 for a multi-lot subdivision 

and construction of a road within the extent of the Heritage Overlay (HO).  The homestead and 

stables/coach house, together with their garden setting and driveways, have been retained on a single 

allotment within the subdivision (referred to hereafter as the homestead allotment).  The permit 

requires the preparation of a CMP for the homestead and gardens within the Heritage Overlay, which 

must be satisfied prior to certification of the subdivision plans. 

The permit condition states: 

Prior to the certification of the first plan of subdivision, a Conservation 

Management Plan must be adopted for the Eyre Court homestead and associated 

gardens within the existing Heritage Overlay (HO129) of the Casey Planning Scheme 

to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  Once approved, the plan will be 

endorsed and will then form part of the permit.  

The plan must be prepared in accordance with the guidelines contained within the 

following documents: 

(a) Conservation Management Plans: Managing Heritage Places; A Guide 

prepared by the Heritage Council of Victoria dated June 2010; and 

(b) Growth Area Heritage Places Policy Version: 1.1 prepared by the City of Casey 

dated 20 October 2015. 

The plan must take into account any relevant recommendations of the following 

documents: 

(a) Letter prepared by Context Heritage Consultants dated 21 February 2012;  

(b) Assessment of Trees for Heritage Value – Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, Clyde 

North (HO129, Casey Planning Scheme) prepared by Context Heritage 

Consultants dated 30 March 2012; 

(c) Heritage Impact Statement; Eyrecourt; 211 Grices Road, Clyde North prepared 

by Lovell Chen Architects and Heritage Consultants dated November 2015; 

(d) Letter prepared by SMEC dated 11 April 2016; and 

(e) Letter prepared by Lovell Chen Architects and Heritage Consultants dated 11 

July 2016.  

The plan must, amongst other things, identify works to the heritage place for the 

purposes of restoration and repair that are required to: 

(a) Ensure the structural integrity of the Eyre Court homestead building; and  

(b) Upgrade the Eyre Court homestead building to an acceptable standard for 

future adaptive re-use.  

In addition, prior to the issue of a statement of compliance, the following permit condition, which 

references the CMP, also needs to be satisfied: 
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Prior to the issue of a Statement of Compliance for the first plan of subdivision, the 

owner must enter into an agreement with the Responsible Authority made 

pursuant to section 173 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which provides 

for: 

(a) Works to the Eyre Court heritage place for the purposes of restoration and 

repair to be undertaken by the owner at the owner’s cost in accordance with 

the endorsed Conservation Management Plan. 

(b) The program for the works to the Eyre Court heritage place for the purposes of 

restoration and repair. 

(c) The ongoing management and works to the Eyre Court heritage place as 

identified in the endorsed Conservation Management Plan.  

The owner/applicant must pay the Responsible Authority’s costs of the 

preparation, execution and registration of the Section 173 agreement.   

In accordance with the permit condition, the CMP has been prepared in reference to the Heritage 

Council of Victoria and the City of Casey guidelines.  The relevant recommendations of the reports 

referenced in the condition have also been incorporated into the CMP and the management guidelines 

and conservation policies.  The maintenance plan and schedule of works included as Appendix A to this 

CMP will also form the basis of the Section 173 agreement.   

1.2 Addendum 

An addendum to the CMP has been prepared (24 October 2017) in response to a fire which resulted in 

the destruction of the stables/coach house on Friday 28 July 2017.  The main body of the CMP has not 

been altered and addresses the existing conditions of the site prior to the fire.  The addendum includes 

a description and images of the north-west corner of the site following the fire, a revised assessment of 

significance, and a revised conservation policy and management plan relating to the location of the 

stables/coach house.  The assessment of significance (assessment against criteria and revised statement 

of significance) and revised policies contained within the addendum supersedes these sections of the 

CMP.  

1.3 Methodology 

This CMP broadly follows the principles and processes set out in the Burra Charter: The Australia 

ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 2013 and its Practice Notes.  The Australia ICOMOS 

Burra Charter, 2013 establishes a standard of practice for those involved in assessing, managing and 

undertaking works to places of cultural significance.  It also has regard for the recommendations of, 

Conservation Management Plans: Managing Heritage Places, prepared by the Heritage Council of 

Victoria (2010). 

This CMP includes: 

• Chapter 2: a brief history of the property, including historic images and a plan of the property. 

• Chapter 3: physical description and analysis of the homestead, stables/coach house and 

landscape. 

• Chapter 4: assessment of heritage significance with reference to standard heritage assessment 

criteria, and recommendations for revisions to the statement of significance. 

• Chapter 5: conservation and management policies, to guide future use and development of the 

property, supplemented by Appendix A which contains a maintenance plan and schedule of 

works for the heritage buildings.   
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In relation to the landscape and remaining mature specimen trees, the CMP makes reference to the 

previously prepared Assessment of Trees for Heritage Value – Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, Clyde North 

which was prepared by Context Heritage Consultants in March 2012.  Accordingly, the discussion 

included in the CMP with regard to the landscape does not provide a detailed analysis, but provides 

comment and policy based on the previous work undertaken by Context.  With regard to the specific 

heritage value of trees remaining within the HO, the 2012 tree schedule which forms Appendix A to the 

Context report should be referred to which is attached at Appendix B to this report.  In addition, 

arboricultural advice is not included.   

The CMP also does not include reference to indigenous heritage values or an archaeological assessment 

or investigation.  It is noted, however, that archaeological potential is referred to in chapter 5. 

1.4 Location 

Eyrecourt is located at 211 Grices Road, Clyde North, at the north-west corner of Grices Road and Como 

Parade (Figure 1).  The existing property (Figure 2) originally formed part of a large rural estate, and has 

since been subdivided with a housing estate, Circa, developed to the south, east and west of the original 

homestead.  The homestead allotment comprises the original residence, a stables/coach house, 

driveways and mature plantings.   

The property was originally named Eirruc in c. 1886-7 when the homestead was constructed by Richard 

Grice.  It retained this name until 1913, when it became known as Hilton during A B Pearson’s 

occupation.  From 1919, during the occupation of the property by Frank Davies, newspaper reports refer 

to the property by the name Eyre Court or Eyrecourt.  There is no consistency as to the use of Eyre Court 

or Eyrecourt, both having been in use in reference to the property from the 1920s.  However the most 

recent owners of the property, the Rosanove family, refer to the property as Eyrecourt.  Accordingly, 

this report makes reference to the property as Eyrecourt.   
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Figure 1 Location plan for Eyrecourt (indicated by the red arrow) 

Source: www.street-directory.com.au  

http://www.street-directory.com.au/
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Figure 2 Recent aerial photograph showing extent of the homestead allotment 

Source: Nearmap, base map 

1.5 Heritage controls and listings 

Eyrecourt is not included in the National Heritage List, the Victorian Heritage Register, the Victorian 

Heritage Inventory or classified by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria).  

1.5.1 Casey Planning Scheme 

The property is individually identified as HO129 in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Casey 

Planning Scheme.  The heritage controls apply to the external fabric of the existing buildings and land.  

The schedule also specifies that tree controls apply.  Planning permits will be required for subdivision, 

new buildings and works within the HO. 

The property was originally identified and assessed in the City of Casey Heritage Study prepared by 

Graeme Butler and Associates in 1998, and was reassessed as part of the Casey Heritage Study prepared 

by Context Pty Ltd in 2004.  The heritage citations are included in Appendix C. 

It is noted that the western portion of the Heritage Overlay extent is to be subdivided in accordance 

with planning permit PlnA00990/15, which creates 13 allotments and the construction of a new road 

(Eyrecourt Place).  As noted above, one of the allotments, will comprise the homestead, stables/coach 

house and remaining mature specimen trees within the landscape setting to the buildings.   
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Figure 3 Detail of the Heritage Overlay map, showing the extent of the overlay to the subject 

property and showing subdivided land to the south and west 

Source: Casey Planning Scheme 

 

Figure 4 Aerial image with current property and Heritage Overlay extent shown (in shadow); note 

that the approved subdivision is not shown on this image 

Source: Land Victoria 
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2.0 HISTORY 

The property known as Eyrecourt is a large former rural property located off Grices Road, Clyde North.  

The existing homestead was constructed in the late 1880s for pastoralist Richard Grice, who named the 

property Eirruc. 

2.1 Early land sales 

The subject property was originally sold as Crown allotment 47, in the parish of Cranbourne.  The 

districts of Berwick and Cranbourne were taken up by a number of pastoralists from the c. 1840s, 

including James Buchanan‘s St Germain pastoral run from 1845, to the east of where Cranbourne is now 

located and Cardinia Creek, to the south-east of the subject site.1  From the late 1840s, when new 

regulations were introduced, part of the Cardinia Creek and Cranbourne runs were taken up as pre-

emptive rights.2   

Crown land sales took place in the parish of Cranbourne, and Berwick, immediately to the north, in the 

early 1850s.  Crown allotment 47, on which the homestead allotment is located, was sold in May 1854 

to Alfred Sikes.  The adjacent allotment to the west was purchased by T J and C Rossiter.  A William Sikes 

or Sykes, possibly a relation of Alfred Sikes, purchased the allotment to the south, and his property 

became known as the Mount John estate (Figure 5).  Alfred Sikes (Sykes) also purchased allotment 34 of 

the Parish of Berwick on the northern side of what is now Grices Road in May 1854.3  The relationship of 

the Alfred and William Sikes has not been confirmed.  Historical records more commonly refer to 

William Sykes rather than Sikes. 

 

Figure 5 Detail of Parish of Cranbourne plan, C329 (7), undated.  Later extent of Mount John Estate 

indicated in red.   

Source: Central Plan Office, Land Victoria 

As noted in the Casey thematic environmental history, the early Clyde community was known as 

Pakenham South, and was formed around the watercourse between two pastoral runs.  During the 
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1860s and 1870s a church and school were established.  The South-Eastern Railway, constructed to 

Tooradin in 1888, passed through the district to the south of this village.  The railway line resulted in the 

establishment of a town surrounding the Clyde railway station, and the earlier community became 

known as Clyde North.4   

2.2 Farming in Casey 

The district around Cranbourne and Berwick has been suited to both pastoral and agricultural 

development, with farming a major theme in the district’s history.5  Outside centres such as Cranbourne 

and Berwick, the municipality was largely agricultural, with small farms focused on the breeding or 

grazing of cattle and horses.  Early pastoral settlement and land selection included grazing, dairying, 

horse and cattle breeding and orcharding as major uses of the land.6  Government surveys and sales of 

land in the district took place from the 1850s, with the area near Berwick sold in 1852, and allotments to 

the east of Cranbourne by 1854.7  A number of large properties were established from this period, often 

tied to dairying, sheep grazing or wheat farming enterprises.  The Land Acts from the 1860s also opened 

up smaller parcels of land for selection, with further subdivision of Crown allotments also taking place.  

From these various periods of sale, a number of farming estates were established with associated 

homestead complexes.  Such properties included The Grange, in Narre Warren North (1860s); Melrose 

in Harkaway (1875) and Four Oaks, Endeavour Hills (1880s).8  The Grange, which was constructed for Sir 

William á Beckett to a design by G W Robinson was demolished in the c. 1960s.9   

In the 1880s, the district was described by Andrew Sutherland, in Victoria and its Metropolis: 

Although there are numerous towns and villages spread evenly over nearly all parts 

of this district, none of them are either very large or possess any special 

importance, being for the most part small railway townships, agricultural centres, 

fishing villages, or seaside watering places.  They are reached from one another and 

from the metropolis by rail (Gippsland line), coach, and in the summer months 

occasional steamer; and their populations consist mainly of the various hotel and 

store keepers who supply the needs of the many small farmers, settlers and others, 

who are located broadcast over the district.10 

Dairying has been considered the most important industry in the municipality, with trains from Berwick, 

Clyde, Narre Warren and Cranbourne railway stations supplying milk to Melbourne.11  Orcharding also 

became an important industry from the 1890s into the interwar period, including in areas such as Narre 

Warren North, and Cranbourne North near the subject site.12   

2.3 Mount John Estate  

Historical sources refer to both Alfred Sikes and Alfred Sykes in Victoria in the 1850s, although it is 

presumed that this is the same person.  It is unclear if Alfred Sikes occupied his property at Cranbourne 

following the Crown Land sale of 1854, and for how long he retained ownership into the 1860s.  An 

Alfred Sikes is listed in the Sands & McDougall Directory as a land surveyor, based in Melbourne, and a 

later newspaper article links him to surveying a plan of 35 farms in the Berwick district of 1854.13  Alfred 

Sikes is also referenced as surveying land in Bacchus Marsh in the 1870s, and owning land in the 1850s 

in Mornington, Moorooduc, and Ballarat.14  Further, an Alfred Sykes also purchased land in a number of 

other areas to the south-east of Melbourne in the mid-1850s including near Dandenong in March 1854, 

near Mount Eliza in August 1854, at Mordialloc in February 1855, and two suburban allotments in 

Prahran the following August.15  Alfred Sikes appears to have had little involvement in the land he 

purchased in 1854. 

William Sykes, however, did settle in the district.  He had previously owned property in Brighton, having 

purchased land in the 1840s.16  He became well-known in the district, as a Methodist preacher initially 
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in Brighton and then on the extensive Dandenong circuit, including at the Monomeith Homestead, 

south-east of Koo-Wee-Rup.17   

William Sykes’ property, was known as Mount John or Mount John Estate by the late 1850s, when he 

placed notices in newspapers advertising his draught horse for breeding.18  He also appears to have 

experimented with a number of types of farming in his ownership of Mount John.  William Sykes was 

recorded as occupying the undeveloped Crown allotments 46 and 47, originally purchased by Alfred 

Sikes, from as early as 1868.19  In 1869, a clearing sale of ‘farm produce, stock [and] implements was 

held’, which included cattle, horses and feed.20  Five years later, in 1874, auctioneers Rosling and Co. 

were instructed to hold a ‘great clearing sale’ of cattle and equipment relating to dairy farming.21  In 

1877, William Sykes applied to bring under one title the Crown allotments 46 and 47 of the Parish of 

Cranbourne, and Crown allotment 33 in Berwick immediately to the north.22  The two Crown allotments 

in Cranbourne were combined into one title in February 1878.23  Crown allotment 59 remained on a 

separate title. 

In 1879, Sykes’ wife and the ‘mother of a large and sorrowing family’ died.24  Following Mary Sykes’ 

death, Sykes evidently decided to retire from Mount John.  In October 1880, he put 716 acres of farming 

land up for sale.  The notice in the Argus newspaper described Mount John as: 

Superior grazing and agricultural land, including rich alluvial flats, subdivided into 

about 24 paddocks, with good Homestead, first-class farm buildings and general 

improvements.  There are several splendid sites for country residences on the 

property, besides the present homestead, which commands an excellent view.25  

The residence was located to the south on Crown allotment 59.26  By November, the property was again 

offered for sale in three allotments, one of which included the residence and farm buildings.27  The 

three allotments were further described in December 1880, with all buildings listed with allotment 59, 

including stone house, garden, orchard, large barn, cow-shed and stables.  Allotment 47 was described 

as: 

Known as McCarthy’s old homestead, Mount Pleasant, contains 196 acres.  It is 

about two miles from the Beaconsfield Railway Station, and has long frontages to 

the Boundary and O’Connor’s roads.28    

Despite the reference to ‘McCarthy’s old homestead’, this allotment was described as being divided into 

six paddocks, and included ‘one of the most beautiful building sites in the district’.29  The property was 

not sold at this point, and it appears that Sykes’ son Thomas had taken over the running of Mount John 

by the early 1880s, with William relocating to Dandenong.30  The Mount John estate was ultimately 

purchased by Richard Grice in January 1885.31   

In 1887 William Sykes became known beyond the Cranbourne area for a ‘serious loss’ of money.  

Following the sale of a property, ‘on the Cranbourne Road’, to the west of the subject site, Sykes cashed 

the £1,000 cheque he had received for the sale at the Colonial Bank in Melbourne, before losing the 

bank notes.32  The South Bourke and Mornington Journal wryly commented ‘one would have thought 

his preaching experience should have taught him to lay up treasures in Heaven, and not in the inside 

pocket of his coat’.33  Later reports indicate that he had been the victim of pickpockets.34  William Sykes 

left Victoria to return to England in late 1887, but died on the voyage before arriving in England.35    

2.4 Eirruc  

Following the purchase in 1885 of the property, new owner Richard Grice initially retained the name 

Mount John for the property.  He renamed the property Eirruc within a few years, likely at the time of 

the construction of the weatherboard residence on Crown Allotment 47.   
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2.4.1 Richard Grice 

Richard Grice (1858-1911) was the third son of Richard Grice Snr., pastoralist and businessman, who 

died in 1882.  Grice Snr. (1813-1882) had established himself with pastoral properties in Queensland and 

in Victoria in the 1840s, and in the exporting partnership of Heape and Grice.  From the early 1850s, he 

was in partnership with T J Sumner, and the mercantile firm became Grice, Sumner & Co.  He was also 

involved in St Mark’s Church of England, Fitzroy, giving significant and ongoing financial contributions to 

its construction.36  Upon his death in 1882, Grice Snr.’s estate was valued at £320,000.  Richard Grice 

Jnr., was one of seven surviving children.  His brothers were also prominent in Victorian business, with 

businessman Sir John Grice (1850-1935) the chairman of the Metropolitan Gas Co., Dunlop Rubber Co. 

(Australasia) and Australian Glass Manufacturers Co. Ltd among others, as well as Vice Chancellor of the 

University of Melbourne in 1918.  Older brother James Grice (1846-1932) was on the board of the 

Australian Mutual Provident Society and the Norwich Union Insurance Company, as well as a founding 

member of the Victorian Amateur Turf Club.37 

Like his father, Richard Grice Jnr. took up grazing, and became known for breeding sheep, cattle and 

horses, as well his interest in horse racing.  In 1884, he married Louise Currie, daughter of pastoralist 

John Lang Currie.  Richard Grice Jnr was involved in the local community, and served on the Cranbourne 

Shire Council from c. 1896-1903, including holding the position of council president in 1899.38  Grice was 

also a prominent member of the Mornington Farmers Society and its president in the early 1900s.39  In 

1901, the ‘squire of Eirruc’ presented the Shire of Cranbourne with a flagstaff, and the local school with 

a flag.40  From as early as 1887, the road at the northern boundary to his property was known as Grices 

Road.41   

2.4.2 Site development  

A new residence was constructed for Grice on Crown Allotment 47.  No architect has been attributed to 

the building, despite extensive searches for tender notices.42  The single storey weatherboard 

homestead was completed by September 1887.  The rate books record an increase in value from £200 

for the three Crown allotments (46, 47 and 59) in 1884-85.  Following the property’s sale to Grice, the 

two allotments (46 and 47) were valued in 1886-87 at £250, and then again in 1887-88 to £350.43  As 

noted, Grice renamed the property Eirruc, a reversal of the surname, Currie, his wife’s maiden name.  It 

has been suggested the Currie family may have assisted financially with the purchase or development of 

the property.44   

The Melbourne newspaper Leader featured Eirruc in an article of September 1887, focusing mainly on 

its agricultural features.  Described as ‘a pretty estate’, it noted the property had been divided into 22 

paddocks.    

The homestead has been lately erected on the summit of one of the hills … It is a 

large and commodious wooden building, which with its row of tall chimneys on 

either side and central tower, presents a picturesque appearance.  It is surrounded 

by a tastefully laid out garden and orchard … The house and grounds are well 

sheltered by a number of large and shapely eucalyptus trees of the species known 

as peppermint … A large lodge has been erected at the entrance gates, and an 

avenue partly formed.45 

The form and location of the ‘large lodge’ is not known, but it is no longer extant. The stables/coach 

house was also described in this article, as:  

a conveniently arranged building, containing four stalls and two loose boxes as well 

as a coach house and groom’s room.  It is 33 feet by 53 feet [10 metres by 15 

metres], built of wood and roofed with iron.46 
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The article noted that the former Sykes’ residence on Crown Allotment 59, ‘a pretty site on the crown of 

the other hill’, was occupied by the farm manager.  As well as using the land for cultivation of crops, 

Grice’s stock consisted of ‘horses and a few cattle’ with ‘a number of fine Clydesdale mares’ among 

them.47   

The Leader revisited the property in 1893, describing the house and grounds: 

The dwelling house is a large and handsome wooden building, from the central 

tower of which an extensive view of the surrounding country, embracing the 

Dandenong Rages, the mountains of South Gippsland and a glimpse of the sea at 

Western Port Bay is obtained.  The grounds are prettily laid out, the buffalo grass 

lawns and the numerous ornamental trees, shrubs and flowers forming a very 

pleasing setting for the homestead.  A number of ornamental trees of the pine and 

cyprus families have been planted for shelter and shade, and a belt of the original 

forest has also been left.48 

Interestingly the article noted that although Grice had previously focused on the breeding of 

Clydesdales, he had instead turned to raising cattle and establishing an orchard on 35 acres of the 

property.49 

The artist Charles Hammond visited the Grice family in 1898, with a series of photographs from his visit 

showing the house and the three Grice children, John, Henrietta and Annie (Figure 6 to Figure 8).  The 

photograph of the residence (Figure 6) from the east shows an open grassed area to the front of the 

house and two informal paths or drives leading to either side of the building.  There are also a number 

of trees visible, but no formal garden layout is apparent.   

The house and estate were the location for a number of social events for the Cranbourne and Berwick 

community.  Hunts were held in the district the early 1900s, with the Grices reported as hosting the 

hunting party after one event.50  It is likely that the large decorative hall was the location for such 

events. 

 

Figure 6 ‘‘Eirruc’ Residence of Richard Grice Esq.’, photographed by Charlie Hammond in 1898 

Source: Sketchbook of Charlie Hammond (no. 4), 1890-1910, held by State Library of 

Victoria 
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Figure 7 Grice children – Henrietta, John and Annie (left to right) seated on the front porch, c. 1898 

Source: Sketchbook of Charlie Hammond (no. 4), 1890-1910, held by State Library of 

Victoria 

 

Figure 8 ‘Misses Grice’, photographed by Charlie Hammond, c. 1898 

Source: Sketchbook of Charlie Hammond (no. 4), 1890-1910, held by State Library of 

Victoria 
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In 1906, Grice ‘announced his intention of selling the major portion of his well-known estate’, and giving 

up dairy farming.51  Following the death of Louise in December 1908, Grice subdivided his property for 

sale (Figure 9), with an auction held in April 1909.  The homestead was included as part of Lot 1 and 

described as: 

The magnificent homestead, with all that piece of land containing about 119 acres 

of tip-top soil, about half cultivated, balance cleared, with the exception of shelter 

and ornamental timber, together with the beautiful homestead, which contains 

about 20 rooms, including drawing 22x15 [feet]; dining, 16x22; large reception hall 

23x45; beautifully appointed bedrooms, school-rooms, servants’ bedrooms, 

kitchen, with large range; scullery and pantry, hot and cold water laid on, two 

bathrooms, shower and plunge; servants’ bathroom, laundry, 2 rooms, dairy, 

storerooms, cellar, &c.; together with all the usual outbuildings, consisting of 

stabling, large carriage and motor shed, men’s room, harness-room, large loft, 

milking shed and implement shed.  

The homestead is specially well-built of weatherboard, lath and plastered 

throughout, double iron roof, specially constructed for coolness, with large 

verandah all round … the whole makes, perhaps, one of the most picturesque 

homes in the district, with its large and lovely garden, beautiful lawns and choicest 

flowers, conservatory and palmery, all in perfect order.52     

Grice sold the homestead lot to William Weinholt of Toowoomba in July 1909.53  Further subdivision 

and sale of Grice’s land took place between 1909 and 1911, prior to Richard Grice’s death in September 

1911.54     

 

Figure 9 Plan showing the subdivision of Grice’s property from 1909.  Approximate location of 

Eyrecourt indicated.  This title did not include Crown allotment 59. 

Source: Certificate of Title (cancelled), Volume 1646 Folio 100, Landata Titles and Property 

Certificates  
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2.5 Twentieth century occupation 

2.5.1 Ownership changes 

The purchase by Weinholt was the start of a series of changes of ownership into the 1920s.  Weinholt 

sold the property to Richard Edols in November 1910, including all stock, plant and furniture.55  A 

newspaper advertisement for the sale included a photograph of the ‘lounge hall’ (Figure 10), showing it 

furnished with a piano, desk, arm chairs, lamps and plants.  Painted panels can be seen above the doors 

on either side of the room.  An accompanying photograph of the homestead (Figure 11) shows the front 

of the house to be devoid of trees.  The stables/coach house is visible behind the house, with the drive 

apparently winding its way around the residence toward this building.   

There is some discrepancy in title records and newspaper reports about the property’s ownership and 

occupation.  In 1913, the South Bourke and Mornington Journal reported that Edols had sold the ‘well-

known gentleman’s home’ to A B Pearson.56  Title records, however, indicate the property was 

purchased by Edwin Wynne and Percy Spence on 8 December 1913.  The connection between Pearson 

and Spence and Wynne is unknown.  Owners until 1924, Spence and Wynne appear to have been legal 

professionals based in Melbourne, and apparently never occupied the residence.  The property’s 

tenants, therefore, may have been known in the district as its owners.57 

 

Figure 10 ‘Lounge Hall, Eirruc’, in sale advertisement, 1910 

Source: Punch, 13 October 1910, p. 19.  
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Figure 11 Eirruc, from east, in sale advertisement, 1910 

Source: Punch, 13 October 1910, p. 19. 

The sale of the property in 1913 by Edols was pre-empted by an auction of the furniture, ‘pictures, 

carpets, ornaments, garden tools, saddlery, harness, spring dray, sulky [and] poultry’, all of which had 

been part of Grice’s ownership of the property.58  Under Pearson’s subsequent occupation the property 

was known as Hilton, and a number of social events were held at the property.  One event, a fundraising 

‘gift fete’ in 1917 was widely reported, with the society newspaper, Punch, describing the setting: 

The garden was prettily decorated with flags, and the sweets and ice-cream stalls, 

with afternoon tea tables, were prettily set out on the lawns.  Mr and Mrs Pearson 

welcomed the numerous visitors and met the company at the gates and received 

their welcome gifts for the Purple Cross.  An attractive concert was arranged …59    

The residence was photographed in 1917 (Figure 12), by an unknown photographer.  As with the 1910 

photograph, the timber detailing on the exterior of the building is picked out in darker colours, including 

gable ends and the balustrades to the widow’s walk.  
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Figure 12 Hilton, as Eyrecourt was then known, in c. 1917 

Source: Rosanove family 

2.5.2 Eyrecourt 

In 1919, Frank Davies took over occupation of the property, and it was during this period that it was first 

referred to in the press by the name Eyrecourt.60  Little is known of Davies’ tenancy, although it was 

reported that he was ‘lying dangerously ill’ at the residence in mid-1921.61 

Kevin Kinsella occupied the property in the early 1920s, and it appears it was during his tenancy that 

significant alterations were undertaken to the layout of the house.62  It was reported in 1922 that 

Kinsella was selling the property upon his return to England.  Eyrecourt was described in an auction 

notice as a ‘very fine mountain home’, which would ‘make a retired gentleman’s house or splendid 

guesthouse’.  It was also noted that the residence had ‘recently been renovated at a cost of several 

hundred pounds’.63  Another advertisement in the Argus noted that the grounds comprised ‘nice lawns, 

flower and vegetable garden, motor garage, stabling [and] the property by nice plantations of pines’.64   

Interestingly, Kinsella is recorded on the title as the owner for a single day on 14 April 1924 during a 

transfer in ownership from Wynne and Spence to Eric Whiteside, before it was purchased by Lionel 

Cuthbert Grimwade in August 1924.   

Lionel Grimwade was the son of Edward Norton Grimwade, of the well-known manufacturing and 

druggist firm, Felton Grimwade & Co.65  Eyrecourt was Lionel Grimwade’s residence, with his new wife 

Blanche, whom he married in 1924.66  When Grimwade advertised the property for sale in 1930, it was 

described as: 

[A] particularly outstanding property, comprising 106 acres or thereabouts … 

consists of excellent rich soil, practically all suitable for the growing of fodder and 

root crops … Well fenced and watered.  The homestead is particularly fine, standing 

on a very nice rise overlooking the Beaconsfield and Dandenong Ranges.  The 

house in beautifully laid out grounds, contains about 12 rooms, three bathrooms, 
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lighting, hot-water service, sewered; also servants’ quarters.  First class stables and 

other outbuildings.  Cow-shed and bails, tennis-court, telephone.67   

No sale, however, appears to have taken place, and Grimwade held Eyrecourt until his death in 1936.68   

The house and entrance hall during the Grimwade ownership were the subject of a series of 

photographs taken by commercial photographer Ruth Hollick.  The residence can be seen from the 

north in Figure 13, as sited on a small grassed rise, with the creepers and other plants in the 1898 

photograph having been removed from around the verandah.  The pillars at the base of the main stairs 

are shown, and a water tank and windmill are visible at the rear of the house.  The gravel driveway 

appears to splay at the north-east of the house, as is the layout at present, indicating the straight drive 

entry from Grices Road may date from Kinsella or Grimwade periods.  Hollick also photographed the 

entrance hall (Figure 14 and Figure 15), and the timber posts and panelling were stained or varnished in 

a dark colour, as was visible in c. 1910, although wall paper and decorative above-door panels appear to 

have been removed.   

Following the death of Grimwade in September 1936, ownership of Eyrecourt was transferred to Frank 

Ernest Shilabeer in July 1937.  Between 1937 and 1958, Eyrecourt was acquired by a number of different 

owners including gentleman Frank Ferguson (1937-1943), farmer and grazier Frank Willers (1943-1945), 

manager John Rowson (1945-1946), farmer John Barker (1946-1949), and grazier Robert Anderson 

(1949-1958).69  

As with previous owners, later owners used the residence for social events and community fundraisers, 

with a New Year’s Eve dinner-dance held by the Andersons in 1949, adding ‘considerably to the fund 

being gathered in for improvements to St Margaret’s School, Berwick.’70   

 

Figure 13 View of north-east corner of homestead, c. 1920s, during Grimwade ownership 

Source: Ruth Hollick collection, State Library of Victoria 
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Figure 14 View of entrance hall in c. 1920s, during Grimwade ownership 

Source: Ruth Hollick collection, State Library of Victoria  

 

Figure 15 View from entrance hall to dining room, c. 1920s, during Grimwade ownership   

Source: Ruth Hollick collection, State Library of Victoria 
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The property was purchased in 1958 by Alexander and Ruby Lynch.71  Alexander Lynch was an engineer, 

who had commenced work in c. 1910 for (Sir) John Monash’s Reinforced Concrete and Monier Pipe 

Company.  He was the managing director of the company from 1950-1957, a position his father had also 

held.72  Following Alexander’s death in 1964, Ruby Lynch sold the property.   

A plan of the residence was produced at the time of the Lynch’s acquisition of the property, likely pre-

empting alterations.  While much of this layout remains today, the plan shows the earlier provision for 

service quarters at the south-west of the house, including kitchen and stores, maids’ bathroom and 

bedroom, and a maids’ lounge extending beyond the existing building footprint.  The plan demonstrates 

that the south-west and west of the residence was focused on the running of the household, with a yard 

to the rear of the house comprising cellar and store, water tanks and wash house.   

The Lynches undertook a number alterations to the property during their ownership, apparently soon 

after taking possession.  During this period, the internal layout of the western end of south wing was 

rearranged.  This included the opening up of the maids’ quarters and kitchen to a living area and 

kitchen/bar in the southern wing.  A sunroom was also added to the south-west corner of the building.  

It appears that the separate store and cellar were also demolished at this time, as this structure does 

not appear on a 1960 aerial photograph of the site (Figure 17).  The 1960 aerial also shows both the 

early driveway alignment in the arrangement of tree plantings, and later drives.  The Grimwade era 

tennis court is also visible to the east of the residence.   
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Figure 16 Plan of site and residence, 1958 

Source: Rosanove family 
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Figure 17 Aerial photograph of Eyrecourt, 1960.  Early driveway alignment visible in layout of trees 

to east (indicated); also note to the area of lawn to the north of the homestead and 

hedged kitchen garden to the south.  North is at the top of the image 

Source: Land Victoria Aerial Photograph Collection 

2.5.3 Rosanove ownership 

In 1967, the Lynch family sold the property to Ron and Elizabeth Rosanove, who moved there with their 

young daughters Helene and Merrianne.  Ron was a practising doctor, who also bred award-winning 

South Suffolk sheep from the late 1960s.   

A series of oblique aerial photographs (Figure 18 and Figure 19) taken soon after the property’s 

purchase by the family shows Eyrecourt in the c. late 1960s.  The homestead property was highly 

vegetated with mature trees providing a wind-break, particularly to the south and east of the residence.  

Fruit trees are visible to the south of the residence, along with a hedge, and creepers and roses had 

been planted along the verandah.  To the north of the house is an area of lawn, ornamental plantings 

and an arbour.  The tennis court to the east of the driveway and homestead can be seen as fenced, and 

there is a timber post and rail fence along the Grices Road boundary.  On the south side of the residence 

are planted gardenbeds with flowering shrubs, with a path leading to a door on that side.  To the north-

west of the coach house are a number of pens with timber post and rail fences.  The eastern boundary 

fence to the property is curved.  From these images, it is clear that the north-west of the property, 

around the coach house was heavily used for farming operations, with a large additional shed, animal 

pens and a separate entrance from Grices Road behind the coach house.  A dam at the south-west of 

the homestead precinct had also been constructed since 1960.  Beyond the homestead precinct open 

paddocks can be seen in the remainder of the Eyrecourt property.   
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The Rosanoves undertook a number of alterations to the exterior of the property, while retaining much 

of the Lynch era arrangement internally.  Changes included the addition of the pool in the garden to the 

north of the house (Figure 18 and Figure 19), although much of the garden layout remained the same.  

Dr Rosanove saw patients at a number of locations in the district, including Berwick, Dandenong and 

Gippsland, and his administration office and secretary were based at Eyrecourt.73  The Rosanove family 

has retained ownership of the house since the late 1960s.   

In the early twenty-first century, land surrounding the homestead allotment was sold for suburban 

subdivision.  The house and its immediate surroundings will be retained, as a single allotment although a 

change in the property boundary and the widening of Grices Road has resulted in the removal of some 

trees (Figure 22).   

 

Figure 18 Oblique aerial photograph of Eyrecourt from south-east, soon after purchase by Rosanove 

family, c. late 1960s 

Source: Rosanove family collection  
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Figure 19 View of Eyrecourt from east, c. late 1960s; note curved boundary to homestead and 

surrounds 

Source: Rosanove family collection 

 

Figure 20 Eyrecourt, 1988; the pool at the north of the house is visible 

Source: Land Victoria Historic Aerial Photography, DELWP    
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Figure 21 1991 aerial image of the subject property 

Source: Land Victoria 

 

Figure 22 Recent aerial image February 2017; note the growth in new subdivision and housing 

around the homestead 

Source: Nearmap 
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3.0 PHYSICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction 

The survey of the site was undertaken in February 2017 and included an inspection of the exterior and 

interiors of the homestead and stables/coach house.  The site inspection also included the landscape 

immediately surrounding the homestead.  

3.2 Property and landscape 

As noted in Chapter 2, the original extent of the Eyrecourt landholding has been reduced substantially, 

particularly with the recent subdivision of land for residential development.  The subject site is bound by 

Grices Road to the north, Como Parade to the east and south-east, Flagstaff Crescent to the south.  The 

current western property boundary abuts recent residential development.  In its current form, the land 

associated with Eyrecourt primary relates to the homestead, arrangement of the drives and established 

trees and gardens, stables/coach house and other later outbuildings (Figure 23).  The balance of the land 

to the south-west of the homestead and west of the stables/coach house no longer contains any 

structures or landscape elements of interest and will be subdivided in accordance with planning permit 

PlnA00990/15. 

Of note is the recent realignment and widening of Grices Road, to the north of the property, which 

resulted in the removal of fences and hedges, gates and driveways at the Grices Road site boundary.  

New timber post and rail fences and wrought iron gates have been installed in addition to a footpath 

outside of this property boundary.  Within the property the northern boundary is defined by a swathe of 

lawn. 

The property has two driveway entrances off Grices Road, at the western and eastern ends of the 

current north property boundary.  Both the entrances to the property are marked by the timber fencing 

and wrought iron gates.  Within the property, the main sweep of the crushed rock driveway extends 

from the stables/coach house around to the east side of the homestead, past the east entrance, and 

curves back to the north.  A short driveway extends from the east entry and joins the curve of the main 

drive.  The western drive extends from Grices Road to the south and terminates roughly in the centre of 

the property, passing to the east of the stables/coach house.  The gravel drive retains brick drains, partly 

obscured, to its edges.  Driveway edges are enclosed by dense shrubbery and low level plantings.  The 

form and location of the earlier driveway alignment, located further to the east of the current drive, is 

legible in aerial imagery and on ground in the curved alignment of the mature trees (Figure 17 and 

Figure 21).  In its original form, the eastern outer row contained Monterey Pines (Pinus radiata) and the 

inner western row comprising variously English Oak (Quercus robur), Algerian Oak (Quercus canariensis) 

and English elm (Ulmus procera).74  The double row of trees seen in the c. 1991 aerial (Figure 21) has 

been altered with the removal of the majority of the eastern row, to allow for the realignment of the 

property boundary. 

The homestead is located on a rise within an expansive mature vegetated setting, with some defined 

garden spaces and lawns surrounding the homestead and within the driveway (Figure 24 to Figure 29).  

Broadly the landscape retains a substantial number of mature to over-mature exotic tree plantings.  

Species include conifers, cypress, araucaria, oaks, robinias and pines.75  These are generally in poor 

condition, due to age and lack of management.   

Adjacent to the homestead are lawns, a swimming pool on the north side and a timber arbour, an 

elevated tank and stand and modern orchard area to the west.  This latter area is largely overgrown with 

blackberry and mirror bush plantings amongst other shrubbery.   
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Figure 23 Aerial view of the current site extent; north is to the right of the image 

Source: Nearmap, accessed February 2017 

Dense plantings surround the verandah, diminishing the historic presentation of the homestead which 

was originally surrounded by lawn verges.  The garden plantings largely date to the Rosanove period and 

are not significant. 

The timber stables/coach house is located to the north-west of the homestead and is sited parallel to 

Grices Road.  This building is also surrounded by shrubbery to its south and west sides and a section of 

timber post and rail fence remains immediately to the north of the building. 

A metal and timber clad shed/car port immediately south-east of the homestead is of no heritage value.  

The former tennis court site, now a lawn area, is to the east of the homestead and the east side of the 

driveway, though set at a lower level than the drive.  A small timber framed and clad timber tennis 

pavilion remains in this location.  This modern structure replaced an earlier shelter. 

A detail plan of the property dating to c. 1958 illustrates the buildings and structures surrounding the 

homestead at the time of the Lynch family acquisition of Eyrecourt (Figure 30).  The plan indicates a 

number of structures that are no longer extant, including the cattle yard (lairage) and dairy north-west 

of the stables; tennis court and shelter; fences, fruit trees and hedges to the south and west of the 

homestead and stone rooms to the west.  The form of the driveway is largely as it exists currently, with 

the exception of the recent alterations related to the road improvements to Grices Road.   

For the purposes of this report, the historic curtilage of the homestead precinct is as illustrated in Figure 

31. 
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Comment: 

Recent subdivision works, alterations to the garden layout and the effects of long-term drought have 

impacted on the condition and presentation of the landscape immediately adjacent to the homestead.  

While the layout of path and driveways remains legible, together with the open area of lawn to the 

north of the homestead and the remaining mature specimen trees, the overall garden layout is 

somewhat diminished by the changed character of plantings, loss of trees and significant overgrowth of 

shrubs and weed species.  Specimen trees that remain from the early phase of occupation include elms, 

oaks, pines and individual trees such as the Bunya Bunya Pine (refer to the tree schedule in Appendix B).  

The orchard and associated hedges and fencing south of the homestead, shown in Figure 30, are no 

longer extant.  Boundary plantings noted in previous reports have also been removed. 

Landscape elements (not buildings or structures) that contribute to the significance of Eyrecourt 

primarily relate to the mature plantings of exotic trees, including the trees that align with the original 

curved driveway to the east of the current driveway, and the curved crushed rock driveway with brick 

spoon drains to its edge.  Garden plantings immediately adjacent to the homestead and verandah are of 

no interest as is the large area to the south-west of the homestead.   

 

Figure 24 Mature oak trees to the southern boundary of Eyrecourt  
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Figure 25 Mature trees, including a Bunya Bunya Pine (Araucaria bidwillii), north of the tennis 

pavilion; note the stump remaining from a removed tree to the right of the image 

 

Figure 26 View of curved driveway, looking south-east, with the homestead and lawn to the right of 

the image and mature Bunya Bunya Pine central to the image 
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Figure 27 Mature trees to the north-east of the homestead as viewed from the widow’s walk 

 

 

Figure 28 View of the driveway to the coach house and flanking plantings looking to the west 
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Figure 29 View of the western garden with mature cypress, elevated tank and stand, timber arbour 

and fence and overgrown garden 

  

Figure 30 Extract from house and site plan showing general layout of the property in the vicinity of 

the homestead, c. 1958; north is to the bottom of the image 

Source: Rosanove family 
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Figure 31 Aerial photograph of Eyrecourt, 1960; the historic curtilage of homestead precinct shown 

in red; north is to the top of the image    

Source: Historic aerial photography collection, Land Victoria 

3.3 Homestead 

3.3.1 Exterior 

Completed in c. 1886-7, the homestead is a large weatherboard clad dwelling in an elongated ‘U’ plan 

form.  Structurally, it is of conventional Victorian-era construction typology, utilising timber framing to 

the walls and roof and supported on a timber subfloor structure.  Chimneys are of brown clay brick and 

roofs are clad with overpainted corrugated steel roofing.  The homestead is large, and displays the 

design and detailing typical to a large rural residence of this era.  The exception to this is the substantial 

and distinctive lantern roof and widow’s walk, an unusual affectation and design detail.  The prominent 

return verandah emphasises the rural nature of the property, providing protected access to surrounding 

views to the north, east and south afforded by location of the homestead on an elevated part of the 

property. 

The east facade is symmetrical, with paired tall rectangular sashes in projecting bays flanking the central 

wide entry.  At verandah level, this symmetry is emphasised by the central gablet (with modern leadlight 

panel) and flight of stone and brick steps with urn capped, rendered wing walls leading from the 

driveway to the verandah (Figure 32).  This is further reinforced by the paired steeply pitched gables 

with turned timber brackets and finials at roof level above each window bay.  (The ventilation holes to 

the gables ends are mostly infilled.)   

Centrally located above the eastern portion of the homestead is the lantern with timber balustraded 

widow’s walk (Figure 42).  A band of windows, comprising multiple square form timber multi-paned 

sashes, is applied to the north, east and south elevations.  Access to the widows walk is via a four-

panelled timber door which retains its original carpenter lock.  The balustrade is a modern reproduction.  
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Four timber gablet vents with louvered fronts are located to the lantern roof along with fine wrought 

finials at the east and west apices. 

The rear wings are separated by a narrow, largely unroofed pathway (Figure 41).  The symmetrical 

arrangement ceases to the east of the central store room with the southern wing wider in plan than the 

northern. 

The building is surrounded on three sides with a posted verandah clad with timber decking; this is in 

poor condition (Figure 33 to Figure 35, Figure 38 and Figure 40).  The verandah posts, clustered at the 

corners, are composite metal sheet, cast iron and cement, manufactured under the ‘McLean’s Patent’ 

brand (Figure 39).  These feature polygonal bases, straight shafts, cast curved brackets and cast capitals 

and support the decorated timber frieze to the verandah.  The verandah terminates at the western end 

of the residence to the north wing (Figure 35) and the approximately two-thirds along the southern 

wing.  The balance of the verandah has been infilled by a sunroom structure of timber and glass, though 

this is in extremely poor condition (Figure 36).  Paving to the west is crazy pave in Castlemaine slate and 

the path dividing the two wings is concrete. 

Walls are clad in painted weatherboards, with the external walls beneath the verandah incorporating a 

tall, skirting-like plinth.  A banded frieze is located above the junction of the verandah roof and external 

walls, beneath the ventilated eaves.   

Doors and windows are timber, including the modern door and window sets that have been installed to 

the north wing (bedrooms 3 and 4).  These replaced the original single sashes seen in the historic images 

in chapter 2, though several examples remain in their original locations.  The main entry door is a heavy 

stained six-panel door featuring a decorative handle.  This is secured behind the timber framed screen 

door with flanking leadlight sidelights to the airlock (Figure 37). 

Minor alterations to the external facades include the replacement of the window to the north dressing 

room with a single door, relocation of the paired French doors from the centre of the north façade to 

the south and introduction of doors and windows to the south and west of the south wing as part of the 

sunroom alterations.  A single window, possibly from elsewhere in the building originally, has been 

installed in the west wall of the north wing (bedroom 5).  Whereas two original windows to the south 

wall of the north wing (within the passageway) have been replaced by doors to enable external access 

to the toilet located in this wing and accommodate other internal rearrangements.   

More significant alterations are evident to the south-west wing where the maids’ quarters and service 

areas were removed (Figure 16) and this area completely refurbished.  External alterations included the 

removal of external walling, doors and windows and replacement with fixed glazing and a glazed entry 

door to the south, with glazing returning to the west.  This twentieth century fabric is in poor condition 

and exhibits rot and termite damage to the timberwork. 

Hipped roofs to each wing, the concave verandah, lantern roof and the gable roofs to the east are clad 

in painted corrugated steel sheeting; all short lengths.  The underside of the verandah roofing and 

timber structure is painted and sections of the verandah roofing have been replaced with translucent 

sheeting.  The timber framing is failing in a number of locations.  The widows walk is roofed in zinc 

sheeting formed over timber framing. 

Prominent brick chimneys are slender and feature stepped brickwork and projecting mouldings above a 

low plinth. In their scale and number, the chimneys contribute to the picturesque character of the 

homestead.  A number of chimneys are missing brickwork to their caps.  What was the central chimney 

along the north wing was removed, with its fireplace, as part of the internal renovations to three smaller 

rooms to a larger bedroom, ensuite bathroom and dressing room.  Rainwater goods have been replaced 

with modern quad guttering and PVC downpipes and connections.   
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Comment: 

Aesthetically, the homestead is a competent and well-executed design of the Victorian-era, though in 

some detailing anticipate the designs of the subsequent Federation era.  For the most part, detailing is 

typical to the period though this is offset by fine embellishments in the cast iron posted return 

verandah, timber detailing and prominent lantern roof, tall chimneys and widow’s walk.  The homestead 

retains a significant amount of original fabric and detail.  While the homestead design has not been 

attributed to an architect, the design reveals a keen understanding of proportion, scale and detail 

applied to what is a large example of a rural homestead. 

In many ways, the homestead responds to its original rural location through the introduction of the wide 

return verandah and roof lantern for shade and ventilation of the interior.  The paired full height 

windows and French doors reinforce the notion that the verandah was designed to be used and 

occupied.  The appreciation of the homestead is enhanced by its elevated location providing a visual 

prominence within the rural community and the opportunity to view the surrounding landscape in the 

round. 

The building as a whole is of significance externally, with the exception of areas where previous works 

have removed original fabric and affected the presentation of the building.  Specifically this relates to 

the sunroom addition, and altered glazing to the south-west and west façades.  

Critical issues for the homestead relate to required conservation and maintenance works to replace 

deteriorated building fabric and remove vegetation and other elements that are affecting the building 

fabric.  Refer to the Maintenance Plan and Schedule of Works at Appendix A. 

 

Figure 32 View of the east facade of the homestead  
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Figure 33 View of the homestead from the south-east; note the elevation of the building on a rise in 

the property 

 

Figure 34 View of the homestead from the north-east; note the shrubbery to the east verandah 
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Figure 35 North-west corner of the homestead at the termination of the verandah; note the frieze 

above the verandah and beneath the ventilated eaves 

 

Figure 36 The sunroom of c. late 1950s, at the west end of the south wing 
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Figure 37 The centrally located entry with paired timber screen doors and flanking leadlight 

sidelights; brick steps with stone treads and cement rendered wing walls 

 

Figure 38 View along the east verandah, 

looking south 

 

Figure 39 Detail of the polygonal bases to 

the columns; note separation of 

sheet cladding from cement core 
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Figure 40 Partial view of the north wing and 

south wing west elevations looking 

south 

 

Figure 41 View of the rear pathway dividing 

the north and south wings of the 

homestead 

 

Figure 42 View of the roof top lantern, with timber framed and glazed windows, vented eaves, zinc 

tray roof deck and reproduction balustrade 
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3.3.2 Interior 

The symmetry of the exterior is reflected internally through the arrangement of the central airlock, 

entry and hall moving from east to west within the building.  Flanking the entry are mirrored formal 

(principal) rooms, currently occupied as a bedroom and lounge.  This arrangement ceases with the 

rooms to either side of the hall being of differing proportions and orientation. To the south of the hall 

are a second small lounge and long dining room whereas to the north wing there is an airlock accessing 

a small early twentieth century bathroom, a dressing room with modern mezzanine and bedroom 2.  

With the exception of the bathroom and bedroom 1 which are accessed from the airlock, the remaining 

rooms open directly onto the hall.  Doorways located to either side of the elaborate fireplace to the 

west of the hall, access narrow corridors to the north and south wings (Figure 43).  Rooms to the south 

wing flank the narrow corridor, this wing is wider in plan form, and these are predominantly living room, 

service rooms and amenities.  The north wing contains bedrooms and bathrooms, to the north side of 

the corridor. 

Internally, the construction methodology is as expected for the period, with timber flooring, and lathe 

and plaster finishes to walls and ceilings to the original fabric.  The public spaces are highly decorative 

and feature ornate fireplaces, variously timber or marble, timber joinery and embossed paper linings to 

the dado and feature leadlight.  It is noted that a substantial portion of the rear wings have been altered 

internally, resulting in the introduction of modern low-height plasterboard ceilings, timber linings to 

walls and refinishing of fireplaces in Castlemaine slate (such as in the rear living room and bedroom 5). 

The shallow airlock is unusual, though contributes to the apparent strategy for achieving natural 

ventilation though the homestead.  It is a shallow space, with a coir mat inset into the timber floor 

boards, timber skirtings and architraves and the wide centrally located timber door.  The six panelled 

door is flanked by glazed sidelights, with modern plain glazing, above timber panels, top lights within a 

chamfered timber frame.  It also feature bronze door furniture inspired by Asiatic influences (Figure 44, 

Figure 45 and Figure 47).  The external wall entry features coloured leadlight glazing (Figure 46). 

Beyond the airlock is the entry which is where the expressive detail of the interior spaces begins.  While 

the walls are lined with mid-century wall paper above the dado, the dado panelling retains the early 

embossed paper within a moulded timber frame.  Skirtings are tall and elaborately moulded.  This 

generous space is separated from the hall by a timber posted screen with stained glass panel to the top 

lights.  This screen is a diminutive version of the hall arcaded structure and features turned timber posts, 

with applied bottle pilasters dividing the upper glazed lights and balustrade and handrail.  The central 

opening is a flat arch with narrow flanking panels with the latter featuring circular arches within the 

frame (Figure 48). 
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Figure 43 Plan of the homestead; north to the right of the plan 
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Internally, the most decorated space is the centrally located large hall.  The large rectangular space 

features a rectangular plan timber arcaded structure (Figure 49 and Figure 50) that, presumably, 

supports the lantern roof above.  Comprising twelve columns, grouped in threes to form the corners of 

the structure, it is inset from the hall walls.  (This arrangement maintains clear passage outside of the 

area delineated by the footprint of the structure.)  The turned timber columns extend from a low 

balustrade of thin turned balusters and moulded handrail set atop of a stepped timber plinth, to a mid-

level horizontal cornice arrangement.  The columns are detailed with projecting capitals at this juncture.  

They then extend through to the underside of the lantern, to a second cornice-styled beam directly 

beneath the lantern at the outer edge of the fretwork panels.  Embellishments in between the columns 

include shallow elliptical arches to the long north and south sides of the structure, bisected by a squat 

colonette with turned knob at its base and three-pointed arches to the east and west openings.  Narrow 

ogee arches are located to the panels flanking the corner posts and these, as with the remaining arches, 

are detailed with a floral motif and supported on fretwork brackets.  At the upper level, the bracket 

detailing is simpler, with a circular arch to the panels flanking the corner post and simpler circular 

penetrations for detail.  The arcaded structure is painted white, though historic images, (refer to 

Chapter 2) indicate that the whole element was originally treated in a dark stain or varnish. 

The whole arcaded structure, while classically derived, has a sense of Moorish detailing with the ogee 

forms and floral like fretwork. It is highly inventive in its application, and is in some way a cloister within 

this internal hall, top lit by the lantern, though without the upper arcaded access.  

The lantern comprises a central field of 18 square glazed panes within a frame surrounded by timber 

fretwork panels to the outer edge.  The panels are rectangular, and form a narrow frame to the lantern 

and feature a long plant-like motif.  The four corner panels are square and three of which feature a floral 

motif, light access is impeded to the fourth by the stair in the lantern.  All are open, allowing for the 

ventilation of the hall from above. 

At the western end of the hall is the elaborate, classically inspired mantle and over mantle.  This object 

features fielded panels to either side of the fireplace with a deep ledge above supported on oversized 

scrolled brackets which in turn rest on a moulded cornice.  Inset above the ledge is a timber framed 

mirror, with a large central panel and smaller square mirrors stacked to each side.  Small ‘lockable 

cupboards flank the mirror and these in turn support paired squat colonettes of turned timber.  A deep 

cornice divides the central section of the fireplace from the upper, and the central section of this is 

supported on a row of small brackets.  Above this is a miniature balustrade of tiny turned timber 

balusters and moulded handrail.  In line with the balustrade are the paired plinths, to the outer edge of 

the mantle, again which feature a fielded panel motif.  The whole arrangement is capped by a triangular 

pediment with a broken base.  The pediment is decorated by bands of dentils to its base and interior.  

While currently painted white and picked out with gold trim, the fireplace was originally treated in a 

dark stain. 

The hearth is finished in a variety of embossed and richly coloured tiles in deep purple red, green, 

mustard and blue.  The outer edge is raised and forms a lip to the outer edge of the hearth.  Structural 

issues has resulted in the hearth lifting from the floor – refer to the Maintenance Plan and Schedule of 

Works at Appendix A.. 

Tall skirtings line the walls and panelled doors are framed by wide architraves resting on chamfered 

skirting blocks.  Walls above the dado panelling are currently finished with wall paper and, as with the 

entry, the painted dado retains early embossed paper finishes.  The paper and painted wall finishes are 

separated by a moulded timber string course and this painted plaster finish extends to a coved ceiling 

which meets the outer edge of the lantern.  Timber doors retain early moulded panels above the door 
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frames.  Flooring throughout the entry and hall is timber and appears to be finished with a stain and oil 

treatment.  

The lounge (Figure 51) and bedroom flanking the entry are mirrored in their plan form, with a fireplace 

located to the outer wall and centrally located paired windows within a deep bay to the east.  Both 

feature decorative coved cornices, timber picture rails and marble fireplaces, with a glazed tiled hearth 

visible to the lounge room fireplace.  The lounge is painted to its plasterwork and bedroom 1 is 

wallpapered.  Both are carpeted. 

 

Figure 44 Bronze door handle, escuthcheon 

and push plate to the main entry 

door featuring a Asiatic inspired 

design 

 

Figure 45 Embossed bronze striker plate to 

the main entry door 

 

Figure 46 Detail of the leadlight panels 

flanking the central entry, viewed 

from within the airlock 

 

Figure 47 Embossed brass push plate to the 

dining room door 
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Figure 48 The eastern entry and airlock viewed from the hall interior; note the balustraded screen 

with open arches flanking the central entry and stained glass panels to the top lights 
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Figure 49 View from the east of the arcaded timber structure to the hall, glazed panels surrounded 

by timber fretwork panels to the lantern ceiling and the central classically detailed timber 

fireplace 
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Figure 50 South view of the hall toward the dining room entry, centre of the image, showing the 

elongated and shallow arched opening to the timber structure; note the dado panelling 

 

Figure 51 View to the marble fireplace and south wall/window arrangement to the south-east 

lounge 
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As with the rooms described previously, the small lounge to the south (Figure 52) and the dining room 

(Figure 53) retain original detailing and decorative treatments.  Doors are four-panelled timber, with 

wide moulded architraves and tall skirtings.  A picture rail divides the wall at the height of the window 

architrave.  The fireplace to the small lounge is charcoal coloured marble with white veining and this is 

embellished by contrasting black bosses affixed below the ledge to the face of the mantle.  The hearth is 

concealed by the carpet floor finish.  The timber fireplace to the dining room, while much restrained as 

compared to the hall, is classically influenced.  Paired columns to each side sit atop tall timber plinths 

and these support projecting friezes and a cornice onto which rests the upper ledge.  Above the 

fireplace, the timber is embellished by a panel containing three inset circles divided by fluting.  The tiled 

hearth is similar to that of the hall, though is flush with the floor and uses green and red-purple tiles.  

Both room have flat stepped cornices.  An original pair of French doors is located to the south wall of 

the dining room and this matches the one installed in the bar (Figure 54, likely relocated from the north 

elevation).  

To the north of the hall are bedroom 2, a dressing room, a small airlock and bathroom.  The airlock and 

room for the bathroom retain early finishes, though the bathroom itself is believed to have been 

installed in the early twentieth century and has been subject to minor modifications.  It is possible that 

these spaces and the dressing room were reconfigured in the Grimwade occupation.  The dressing room 

has been largely altered, during the Rosanoves occupation, with all walls lined with panelling, a 

mezzanine installed along with a small vanity unit.  The window has been replaced by a modern timber 

framed and glazed door with a glazed fanlight.  

Bedroom 2 (Figure 55) retains its pink and grey marble mantle, slate hearth and early door and window 

joinery.  The ceiling in this room is square set.  Walls are papered to the picture rail and painted above, 

floors are carpeted.  

Further to the west in the north wing are bedrooms 3, 4 and 5 and the narrow corridor.  Of these 

spaces, the corridor, bedroom 3 and its associated ensuite and dressing room and bedroom 5 have 

undergone significant alteration.  The corridor has a lowered ceiling as does bedroom 3 and the dressing 

room.  These rooms were created from three rooms, a narrow early bathroom and two small rooms 

(office and study in the Lynch plan Figure 16) that were divided by a wall and double sided fireplace.  

The fireplace and wall were removed, as with the west wall to the bathroom and provide for a large 

bedroom and associated spaces.  The ceiling to the bedroom is low and the window arrangement to the 

north wall altered with the installation of large windows and central glazed door.  While the skirtings 

and the door to the corridor side are Victorian, these have been relocated.  The bathroom, which 

features a deep pink and grey tiled colour scheme, appears to have been installed in the Lynch’s period 

of occupation. It has a somewhat inter-war feel about the design.  This area displays the effects of 

previous termite infestation to the twentieth century timber work to the bedroom.  

Bedroom 4 (Figure 56) is mostly in original condition, retaining its much simpler decorative treatments.  

Alterations include a briquette heater and brick insert to the fireplace opening, though the original 

mantle and hearth are retained.  The ceiling is finished with a simple square set detail. 

Bedroom 5 has been totally refurbished with panelled walling, mezzanine, slate cladding to the fireplace 

and a relocated window to the west wall.  This has a lower sill and head height.  This room can only be 

accessed from the central narrow passageway between the wings. 

Comparison of the Lynch plan and the existing arrangement shows that while the toilet to the western 

end of this wing remains in place, the corridor has been divided by a wall and cupboard installed west of 

the door to bedroom 4.  Access to the toilet is by the external passageway. 
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Figure 52  View of the south lounge looking south-west; note the black marble fireplace 

 

Figure 53 View of the dining room, looking 

east, showing the timber mantle to 

the fireplace and door linking the 

southern lounge 

 

Figure 54 French doors to the current bar 

area, presumbed to have been 

relocated from the north side of 

the residence; this is identical to 

the dining room paired French 

doors; note the low ceiling in this 

space 
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Figure 55 View of bedroom 2 looking south-east at the pink and grey marble fireplace and four 

panel doors with wide moulded architraves and skirting blocks 

 

Figure 56 Bedroom 4, looking north-west; note the white and grey marble mantle with a briquette 

heater and brick insert in place of the fire place 
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To the west of the hall is the storeroom and stair access to the lantern and widow’s walk.  This room is 

largely utilitarian, it is fitted out with an under stair cupboard and heating equipment, and is lit by a 

single window to the west.  The stair has timber treads and a balustrade of vertical timber lining boards 

and timber handrail.  A tubular handrail is affixed to the south wall (Figure 57).  The lantern room is 

rectangular in plan and lined with horizontal beaded timber lining boards to the walls and ceiling (Figure 

58).  A narrow elevated timber walkway supported on brackets is offset from the walls.  From above, the 

glazed lantern and timber fretwork and framing are visible and it appears that the frame is possibly 

steel, though this should be confirmed.  Two vertical rods connect the framing through the ceiling and to 

the roof structure.  It is noted that the timber fretwork panels appear to be unpainted and that the 

glazing has a fine pattern through it to diffuse the light.  The lantern windows are painted internally, 

another measure to reduce the light and heat gain.  It is noted that a fluorescent light fitting is 

suspended above the glazing, though missing a tube. The door to the widows walk is on the west side of 

the lantern. 

To the south wing and west of the dining room, the interiors within the homestead have been largely 

refurbished.  Modifications include the lowering of ceilings, relining of internal walls with lining boards 

and the fit out of the three southern rooms as a bar, kitchen and living room (Figure 59 and Figure 60).  

The arrangement of the rooms to the north side of this wing has also been modified to redirect access to 

the laundry, bathroom and bedroom 6.  The bathroom and bedroom in this wing retain some original 

fabric, limited to the square set ceilings and wall finishes.  Generally, the fitouts to the living spaces are 

dated to the 1970s and bear no relation to the historic presentation of the homestead.   

 

Figure 57 Timber stair leading up to the lantern and widow’s walk from the store room 
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Figure 58 Interior view of the lantern showing the upper side of the glazing and timber fretwork 

panels, interior of multi-paned windows and timber lining boards to the ceiling and walls 

 

Comment: 

In terms of the aesthetic (architectural) values of the place, it is the principal rooms comprising the entry 

spaces, hall, bedroom 1, the two lounges and the dining room that best reflect the quality of 

presentation of the fine detailing and design of the homestead.  These rooms speak to the aspirations of 

the place and its owners, and it is notable that changes to these rooms is largely cosmetic, even after 

such a varied ownership over the life of the building. The spectacular timber arcade to the hall is an 

unusual design element along with its paired screen at the entry.  The hall is a truly remarkable space, 

enriched by the classically inspired mantelpiece and reinforced by the dado treatments.  The overall 

scale and height of the hall, top lit by the lantern, and expressed in the coved ceiling, result in a dramatic 

and successful design.  Of the flanking principal rooms, these retain all early design treatments and 

remain legible as Victorian-era spaces. 

While the general planning layout west of the hall is legible, the altered arrangement of rooms, removal 

of early fabric and general presentation of these interiors reflect an evolving occupation and adaptation 

of the interiors to suit the successive owners.  Their contribution to the aesthetic values of the place is 

considered contributory. 
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Figure 59 View of the kitchen toward the rear living area; note the low ceilings 

 

Figure 60 Rear living area, viewed to the south-west; note the modern glazing arrangement and 

interior refurbishment including expressed timber roof beams 
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3.4 Stables/coach house 

The stables/coach house is located adjacent to the western drive, in a part of the property that was 

formerly occupied by cattle yards and the like.  The timber framed and weatherboard structure is 

comprised of two distinct sections externally; the low skillion roofed wing along the east with the double 

height gable-ended section to the west.  

Externally, walls are clad in horizontal weatherboards and the steeply pitched and skillion roofs are clad 

in painted galvanised corrugated steel sheeting.  Short length sheets are evident to the main roof form, 

and sections of clear light have been introduced to the skillion roof.  A sole external brick chimney 

breast and chimney is located to the north side. 

Entries are centrally located to the east and west facades, both being double width timber doors (sliding 

to the east and hinged to the west).  Both are batten and ledged doors and these are clad with vertical 

lining boards; the western door is in particularly poor condition.  Windows are symmetrically placed in 

each gable end, though these are otherwise a mismatched suite of elements being variously vertical or 

horizontal rectangular, multi-paned, or plain fixed glazing.  A number are missing glazing panes.  

Windows along the north elevation are predominantly fixed multi-paned sashes with one double hung 

sash window (to the groom’s quarters).  Windows to the south are concealed by overgrown vegetation.  

Where applied, external architraves are made up flat boards, paired above the window to form a deep 

and long lintel, the lower corners of which are chamfered.   

At ground level the plan form of the stables is made up of a wide central aisle with three flanking 

stables/horse stalls, store room and former groom’s quarters to each side (Figure 61).  Flooring to the 

aisle is brickwork laid in a herringbone pattern, while flooring to the stalls is coursed brickwork.  A paired 

batten and ledged door divides the aisle space at the western wall of the stores, and at this point the 

brickwork flooring terminates and the flooring is concrete.  Internal walls are timber framed and lined 

with horizontal beaded lining boards.  Openings to the stalls/stables are flat arched at the top and with a 

half-height door; the latter is made up of vertical timber boards with expressed hinges.  Internally, 

stalls/stables retain the early arrangement of timber framing, low dividing walls and, in some instances, 

feeding troughs and baskets. 

Of note is the store/office to the north side of the aisle which is likely to be a former groom’s quarters.  

This is evidenced by the timber strip flooring (unfinished), lining of the walls and importantly, the brick 

fireplace.   

A stair in the south-west store space accesses the mezzanine above.  This large floor area has been lined 

with modern pine lining boards and refitted with narrow store areas between the internal walls and 

north and south walls and a small room section off to the north-east corner.  The underside of the 

roofing is visible as are the steeply pitched timber trusses. 

Comment: 

The stables/coach house is unique as a remaining domestic scale stables building that retains its early 

layout and finishes.  From a historical landscape perspective, its location at the western drive and 

association with the homestead speaks of the early and ongoing use of horses for transport and farming 

purposes.  It is notable that, while used as a workshop, its use appears to have remained as an 

agricultural space and not converted to a vehicle garage.  Aesthetically, it is a simple utilitarian building 

that contributes to the overall setting and presentation of Eyrecourt. 
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Figure 61 Plan of stable/coach house; north is to the left of the image 
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Figure 62 East elevation of the stables/coach house; note the single level skillion roofed wing 

 

Figure 63 North elevation of the stables/coach house, with brick chimney and remnant post and rail 

fence 
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Figure 64 West elevation of the stables/coach house 

 

 

Figure 65 View of the stables/coach house from the south west; note the overgrown vegetation to 

this elevation 
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Figure 66 Interior view of the coach house, looking to the south-eastern stalls; batten and ledged 

sliding door to the left of the image 

 

Figure 67 View to the west of the aisle with stalls to either side; note the herringbone brickwork 

flooring 
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Figure 68 Detail view of a stall; note retained trough, timber lined stall divide and coursed brickwork 

flooring 

 

Figure 69 Office space, former groom’s quarters, with brick fireplace and timber flooring boards  
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4.0 ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter includes an updated assessment of significance of Eyrecourt.  The significance of this 

property was identified in both the City of Casey Heritage Study: Cranbourne, Knox 1998 and the 

subsequent Casey Heritage Study 2004.  The citations from these studies are included at Appendix C, 

while the statements of significance are reproduced below. 

This current assessment has been guided by the methodologies set down in the Practice Note to the 

Burra Charter 2013, ‘Understanding and assessing cultural significance’; and utilises the recognised 

heritage criteria set out in the Victorian Planning Provisions Practice Note on ‘Applying the Heritage 

Overlay’ (July 2015).  This is followed by a revised statement of significance. 

This assessment has been informed by the historical research and physical analysis provided in the 

preceding chapters.  It also comprises a brief overview of historic farming properties in the area, as a 

means of making some comparative analysis with the subject property. 

4.2 Statements of significance  

The Casey Heritage Study Cranbourne, Knox 1998 provides the significance of the property as follows: 

This large weatherboarded and verandahed nineteenth century farm house is of 

regional significance for its picturesque multi-gabled form, complete with the look-

out built into the roof and a prominent hill-top setting.  The complex includes a 

notable mature exotic garden which complements the period of the house and 

contains many mature trees (conifers, ‘Araucaria sp.’, oaks, old robinias, Canary 

Island pines) which extend west from the property along Grices Road which were 

presumably once part of the Grice holding and contribute to the adjacent farm 

landscape. 

The house, garden and associated farm complex also have historical associations 

with Richard Grice Junior who was well known in Melbourne and local circles, 

having served on the Shire Council and provided many years of service for the 

Church of England, particularly at St Marks, in Fitzroy.   

The Casey Heritage Study 2004 gives the significance of the property as follows: 

What is significant?  

'Eyre Court', comprising the house constructed c.1886 and associated mature 

gardens and windrow plantings, at 211 Grices Road, Cranbourne North. 

How is it significant?  

'Eyre Court' is of local historic and aesthetic significance to the City of Casey. 

Why is it significant? 

Historically, it is significant as an early farm complex that illustrates an important 

phase in the historic development of primary production in this area during the late 

nineteenth century. It also has associations with Richard Grice Junior who was well 

known in Melbourne and local circles, having served on the Shire Council and 

provided many years of service for the Church of England, particularly at St. Marks, 

in Fitzroy. (AHC criteria A4, D2 and H1) 

Aesthetically, the house is architecturally significant for its picturesque multi-

gabled form, complete with the look-out built into the roof and a prominent hill-

top setting. A mature exotic garden complements the period of the house and 
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contains many mature trees (conifers, 'Araucaria sp.', oaks, old robinias, Canary 

Island pines) which were presumably once part of the original Grice holding and 

now extend west from the property along Grices Road and contribute to the 

adjacent farm landscape. (AHC criterion E1) 

4.3 Comparative analysis 

4.3.1 Historical values 

As noted in chapter 2, both small and large scale farming has been a major theme in the municipality’s 

nineteenth and twentieth century history.  From the mid-nineteenth century, a number of large 

properties were often tied to dairying, sheep grazing or wheat farming operations.  The Land Acts from 

the 1860s also opened up smaller parcels of land for selection, with further subdivision of Crown 

allotments also taking place.  From these various periods of sale, a number of farming estates were 

established with associated homestead complexes.  In addition to grazing and dairying, orcharding 

became an important industry from the 1890s into the interwar period.  Farms with residences, 

including some with associated outbuildings, have been identified in the municipality as dating from 

each decade from the 1850s to the 1930s.   

Farming properties have been identified in the various heritage studies of both the City of Casey, and its 

predecessors, the former cities of Berwick and Cranbourne.76  Eyrecourt is situated in the former City of 

Cranbourne.  The list below at Table 1 gives a selection of larger farming homestead properties which 

are included in the Heritage Overlay.  The descriptions in the heritage studies have been relied upon as 

few photographs of these properties are publically available. 

Table 1 Homestead properties in the City of Casey subject to the HO 

Property HO 
number 

Description and photograph (where available) 

Burnbank, 64-72 Beaumont 

Road, Berwick.   

HO36 A 1890s house with a timber ashlar finish, in a mature 

garden setting, and originally a farming property 

including dairying.  The gardens are significant as a 

formal landscaped setting to the property. 

 

Figure 70  Burnbank, Berwick 

 Source: Travel Victoria, 

https://www.travelvictoria.com.au/berwick/burnban

kestate/ 

 

Beaumont Farm (former 

Ardblair), 115 Beaumont 

Road, Berwick.   

 

HO37 The earliest part of Beaumont Farm dates to c. 1854, 

with additions of c. 1899.  Later additions link the house 

to a two-storey former cheese factory 1860s.  The 

property is associated with prominent Berwick resident, 

James Buchanan.  Beaumont Farm is significant as one 

of the district’s most important and early farming 

properties. 

https://www.travelvictoria.com.au/berwick/burnbankestate/
https://www.travelvictoria.com.au/berwick/burnbankestate/
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Property HO 
number 

Description and photograph (where available) 

Springfield Homestead and 

Old Butter Factory, 34 

Homestead Road, Berwick.   

 

HO5 This brick residence was reportedly built for William 

John Turner (Big) Clarke in c. 1855.  The property also 

comprises a kitchen and washhouse, and the associated 

c. 1875 cheese factory.  The property is an important 

early homestead and dairying complex.   

 

 

Figure 71 Springfield (top) and cheese factory 

(bottom), Berwick 

 Source: Casey Cardinia Links to our past, 

http://caseycardinialinkstoourpast.blogspot.com.au/

2013/04/old-cheese-factory-in-homestead-

road.html, accessed 23 March 2017. 

 

Four Oaks, 13 Cardigan Street, 

Endeavour Hills  

 

HO70   The weatherboard Victorian villa was the original farm 

homestead of the large Grassmere estate, and was 

constructed in c. 1883.  It has lost much of its original 

setting, and with suburban development now 

surrounding it.   

 

 

 

http://caseycardinialinkstoourpast.blogspot.com.au/2013/04/old-cheese-factory-in-homestead-road.html
http://caseycardinialinkstoourpast.blogspot.com.au/2013/04/old-cheese-factory-in-homestead-road.html
http://caseycardinialinkstoourpast.blogspot.com.au/2013/04/old-cheese-factory-in-homestead-road.html
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Property HO 
number 

Description and photograph (where available) 

Melrose 

137-163 Harkaway Road, 

Harkaway 

HO41 Brick villa constructed in c. 1875 for John Edward 

Deeble, and included a viewing tower. 

 

Figure 72 Melrose 

 Source: National Trust, Victorian Heritage 

Database, 

http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/65317  

 

 

Wandeen Farm, 191-207 

Harkaway Road, Harkaway. 

 

HO80 A large weatherboard farmhouse of c. 1880, with 

remnant nineteenth century plantings and circular 

drive.   

Willurah Park, 306 Harkaway 

Road, Harkaway.   

 

HO82 A late Victorian (c. 1893) weatherboard house, originally 

part of the Randolph Anderson’s farm. 

Warren Park, 319 Hallam 

North Road, Lysterfield South.   

 

HO144 A c. 1870s stuccoed Italianate farm house, looking west 

across the valley, with associated conical store and well.  

The property also comprised mature exotic plantings.     

 

Oatlands, 15 The Elms, Narre 

Warren.   

 

HO51 The Oatlands property originally extended 160 acres (65 

acres).  The hill top brick villa residence was constructed 

in c. 1890-1892, and there are buildings associated with 

the twentieth century horse stud and dairying use of the 

property.  The property retains a number of exotic 

plantings, including orchard trees, elms and oaks.   

 

 

http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/65317
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Property HO 
number 

Description and photograph (where available) 

The Springs, 2 Stockyard 

Court, Narre Warren.   

HO3 A substantial red brick 1903 Queen Anne style 

residence, with a collection of original/early 

outbuildings and a setting of mature trees 

 

 

Figure 73 The Springs, Narre Warren, residence 

(top) and stables (bottom) 

 Source: Lovell Chen 

 

Although not all the examples above were as substantial as Eyrecourt, the list demonstrates the 

importance of farming to the district, an industry which continued in the municipality well into the 

twentieth century.  Further, the examples above show the development of substantial homesteads and 

associated outbuildings on these properties.  Increasing suburban development from the late twentieth 

century has seen subdivision of many of these large properties, with former paddocks now occupied by 

housing estates.  Notwithstanding the later subdivision of farm holdings, a number of the homesteads 

above have retained their surrounding landscape of exotic plantings and some out buildings.  As with 

Eyrecourt, some of these homesteads were constructed on elevated sites, giving views of the 

surrounding countryside and to the Dandenongs, adding to their picturesque setting.  The 1875 villa in 

Harkaway, Melrose (Figure 72) is one such example, and incorporated an imposing two level tower 

which gave views of the nearby hills.   

Large homesteads, particularly those constructed from the 1880s, indicate a level of ownership wealth 

which was not the case for all farming properties in the municipality.  The scale, form and well-resolved 

design of the Eyrecourt residence, is indicative of its original owner’s prosperity and social standing.  

Although Richard Grice Jnr may not have been independently wealthy at the time of the construction of 

Eyrecourt, he was apparently supported initially by the pastoral fortune of both his and his wife’s family.  

The homestead is a suitable residence for a well-connected younger son of a successful pastoralist.  The 

occupation of Eyrecourt by owners whose wealth was not solely derived from farming continued into 
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the twentieth century.  Such families included the Grimwade and Lynch families, which had business 

connections, and the Rosanove family, with Dr Rosanove continuing part of his medical practice from 

the property.  Such social standing meant that Eyrecourt, both as a farming property and a society 

venue, was featured in detailed newspaper articles and sale advertisements.  As such, the property was 

a relatively well-known homestead in the broader municipality from its construction and through the 

twentieth century.  

A small number of the properties listed above also retain substantial outbuildings.  Comparisons with 

the Eyrecourt coach house include the butter factory at Springfield, Berwick (Figure 71) and the stables 

and dairy at The Springs, Narre Warren (Figure 73).  As with the scale of homesteads, the substantial 

form of such outbuildings is indicative of the scale and wealth of the farming operations.  Springfield in 

particular was well known for its butter production, as demonstrated in the two-storey brick factory of 

c. 1875.  Likewise, as noted in chapter 2, Richard Grice Jnr and the subsequent owners of Eyrecourt were 

heavily involved in the breeding and showing of horses and sheep.  As such, the large stables/coach 

house on site is demonstrative of this part of the property’s operations.   

As a substantial 1880s farming complex constructed on an elevated site, Eyrecourt demonstrates both 

the wealth and connections of its original owner, Richard Grice Jnr, and the importance of farming to 

the district.  The combination of the well-resolved picturesque residential design, retained specimen 

trees, large stables/coach house and elevated position has resulted in Eyrecourt being one of the best 

examples of a farm homestead complex in the municipality.  

4.3.2 Aesthetic values 

The large weatherboard homestead is a competent residential design of the Victorian era, laid out in a 

generally symmetrical elongated ‘U’ plan form.  The external design responds to its original rural setting 

it its low spreading form, wide return verandah, and incorporation of lantern roof and widow’s walk, 

which allow for enjoyment of the surrounding views afforded by the elevated location of the property.  

While no architect has been attributed to the homestead, its design reveals an understanding of 

proportion, scale and detail applied to a large rural homestead.  The residence incorporates some 

unusual timber detailing, notably, cast iron capitals and brackets to the verandah columns, and turned 

timber elements to gables to the front facade, which anticipate Federation-era design.   

The lantern roof in particular adds to its picturesque presentation, as do the timber details and tall 

chimneys.  Viewing platform/widow’s walks and lantern roofs are relatively uncommon in nineteenth 

century residences across Victoria, only occurring in wealthier rural and suburban settings.  The 

provision of a lantern roof enabled the natural lighting of central rooms in large residences.  Oxford 

(formerly Friesia, VHR H0196), in Hawthorn, designed by J A B Koch in 1888, incorporated a central 

cupola lighting the octagonal hall.  The Mount Macedon retreat home of Sir George Vernon, Alton 

(1874-1896, VHR 0874), included a lantern roof over the billiard room.77  The Charles D’Ebro designed 

Talisker Homestead, Merino (1901, Glenelg Shire HO229, Figure 74), incorporated a lantern roof and 

‘dominating’ viewing tower, making the most of the extensive views afforded by the property’s elevated 

site.78  The picturesque Fortuna Villa, Bendigo (1857, 1871 various stages, VHR H2211, Figure 75), 

incorporated lantern roofs and clerestory lights over a number of internal spaces, including the coved 

ceiling of the entrance hall, much like Eyrecourt.   

Aside from the picturesque design of the residence externally, internally, the arrangement of the central 

airlock, entry hall and hall has aesthetic value.  It was designed as a public part of the residence for 

social gatherings, unlike the private spaces of bedrooms.  The hall features a timber arcaded structure, 

an ornate fireplace at one end, lit by a lantern roof above, which combines to create an impressive 

space for guests.  As noted above, the original owners had sufficient wealth to construct a substantial 

residence and it is believed an architect was involved in the design, although this has not been 
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confirmed.  The design of the hall also indicates this, and it is comparable to other formal 

social/gathering spaces in houses of the 1880s, particularly in the City of Stonnington, which features a 

number of villa and mansion residences which were designed for wealthy and prominent owners.  The 

1880s boom-era Valentines Mansion, Glen Iris (VHR H0379, Figure 76), for example, incorporates a 

lantern roof over a grand central hall.  Comparative work on the interiors of houses in Casey has not 

been possible as information on the interiors of properties included in the HO is not available.  The 

timber detailing in the hall at Eyrecourt is highly inventive, and, as noted in chapter 3, in combination 

with the top lantern light creates a cloister-like space.  The hall is a sophisticated but less substantial 

than would be found in residential examples in Melbourne’s inner ring of suburbs.  Nonetheless, it is a 

well resolved and innovative arrangement, albeit in a more domestically-scaled presentation.  For what 

is a relatively typically arranged Victorian rural residence, the incorporation of this remarkable ornate 

central hall speaks to the aspirations of its well-connected owner.   

While the external presentation of Eyrecourt is of aesthetic value as a well-resolved nineteenth century 

rural homestead with unusual timber detailing, the incorporation of decorative internal entry and hall 

spaces which is of particular aesthetic significance.   

 

 

Figure 74 Talisker, Merino 

Source: Heritage Database, Heritage Council of Victoria, 

http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/52799,  

http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/52799
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Figure 75 Fortuna Villa (left) and entrance hall (right) 

Source: Victorian Heritage Database (left) and Lovell Chen  

 

Figure 76 Central hall, Valentines Mansion, Glen Iris 

Source: Lovell Chen  

4.4 Assessment against criteria 

The following assessment against criteria utilises the ‘recognised heritage criteria’ set out in the 

Victorian Planning Provisions Practice Note on ‘Applying the Heritage Overlay’ (July 2015). 

Criterion A: Importance to the course or pattern of our cultural or natural history (historical significance). 

Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, Clyde North, is of local historical significance as a substantial former farm 

homestead complex.  The property was once much larger, but subdivision from the early twentieth 

century and twenty-first century has seen the property now comprise the c. 1886-7 single-storey 

weatherboard residence and coach house, in a setting of mature exotic trees.  The land was originally 

associated with the Mount John Estate, and after its sale to Richard Grice Jnr in 1885, and the 

construction of the residence, Grice renamed the property Eirruc.  It became known as Eyrecourt in the 

interwar period, and this name has continued.  Grice was the third son of Richard Grice Snr., pastoralist 

and businessman, and his wife Louise, was the daughter of pastoralist John Lang Currie.  Grice Jnr ran 

horses and cattle at Eirruc and also established an orchard, all agricultural pursuits which were typical 

for farms in the municipality.  The generous size of the residence and its associated coach house is 
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testament to the family wealth and social standing of the Grice and Currie families in the late nineteenth 

century.  Later owners also followed this pattern of being financially comfortable aside from farming 

through independent professional pursuits or family connections.      

Criterion B: Possession of uncommon rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural history 

(rarity). 

This criterion is not considered to apply.   

Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural or 

natural history (research potential). 

This criterion is not considered to apply.   

Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or natural 

places or environments (representativeness). 

Eyrecourt demonstrates the principal characteristics of a substantial nineteenth century farming 

homestead complex, with large residence, outbuilding (stables/coach house), driveways, area of lawn to 

the north of the homestead, and mature specimen trees.   

Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics (aesthetic significance). 

Eyrecourt is of local aesthetic (architectural) significance as a substantial and picturesque homestead of 

the c. 1886-7.  The generally symmetrical arrangement of the homestead features a U-shaped plan, 

hipped roof with gablets at its eastern end, wide return verandah, and detailed airlock, entry and hall 

with decorative timber work and lantern above.  The external design responds to its original rural 

setting, particularly it its incorporation of lantern roof and widow’s walk, which gave access to views 

afforded by the elevated location of the site.  Externally, it also incorporates some unusual timber 

detailing, some of which anticipates Federation-era design.  The design suggests an architect was 

involved, although it has not been attributed to any individual or firm.  The scale and design of the 

residence reflects the wealth of its original owner.  The landscaped setting, which include driveways, the 

area of lawn to the north of the homestead, and mature specimen trees, enhance the setting for the 

residence.  The hall is of a higher level of aesthetic significance, with its well resolved and innovative 

arrangement of the hall space, distinguished by its decorative timber arcaded structure and substantial 

ornate fireplace, and lit by the lantern above.  It is a well resolved and innovative arrangement.  For 

what is a relatively typical arrangement of a Victorian-era rural residence, the incorporation of this 

remarkable ornate central hall speaks to the aspirations of its well-connected owner.   

Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a 

particular period (technical significance). 

This criterion is not considered to apply 

Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, 

cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of 

their continuing and developing cultural traditions (social significance).  

This criterion is not considered to apply 

Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

our history (associative significance). 

Since its construction in c. 1886-7, Eyrecourt has associations with a number of well-known local 

residents, including Richard Grice Jnr, for whom the residence Eirruc, as Eyrecourt was originally known, 

was constructed.  Grice was the third son of Richard Grice Snr., pastoralist and businessman, and 
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became known for horse breeding and other farming pursuits.  He also served on the Cranbourne Shire 

Council from 1896-1903 and the Mornington Farmers Society.   

4.5 Revised statement of significance 

Based on the above assessment of significance, the statement of significance for Eyrecourt has been 

revised and updated.  Additions to the statement are shown in bold font.  The reference to Grice’s 

involvement with St Mark’s Church in Fitzroy has been removed as historical sources indicate it was 

Richard Grice Snr who was linked to this church.  

What is significant?  

'Eyre Court' Eyrecourt, comprising the house homestead constructed c. 1886-7, 

nineteenth century coach house, and associated mature gardens and windrow 

plantings driveways, area of lawn to the north and specimen trees, at 211 Grices 

Road, Cranbourne North Clyde North.   

How is it significant?  

'Eyre Court' Eyrecourt is of local historic and aesthetic significance to the City of 

Casey. 

Why is it significant? 

Historically, it is significant as an early farm complex that illustrates an important 

phase in the historic development of primary production in this area during the late 

nineteenth century.  It also has associations with Richard Grice Junior who was well 

known in Melbourne and local circles, having served on the Shire Council. (Criteria 
A & H)and provided many years of service for the Church of England, particularly at 

St. Marks, in Fitzroy. (AHC criteria A4, D2 and H1) 

Aesthetically, the house homestead is architecturally significant for its picturesque 

multi-gabled form, complete with the look-out built into the roof lantern roof with 
widow’s walk and a prominent hill-top setting.  A Mature specimen exotic garden 

complements the period of the house and contains many mature trees (conifers, 

'Araucaria sp.', oaks, old robinias, Canary Island pines) contribute to the setting, as 
do the areas of lawn to the north of the homestead and the nineteenth and 
twentieth century driveways.  which were presumably once part of the original 

Grice holding and now extend west from the property along Grices Road and 

contribute to the adjacent farm landscape. (AHC criterion E1).  The incorporation 
of decorative internal entry and central hall spaces is of particular aesthetic 
significance, and the well-resolved and innovative space speaks to the aspiration 
of its original owner. (Criteria D & E) 

4.6 Levels of significance 

The assessment of significance in this chapter has determined that Eyrecourt is of historical and 

aesthetic (architectural) significance at a local level.    

This analysis considers the relative significance of individual areas or elements within the site on which 

the conservation objectives and policies in chapter 5 are established.  Three levels of significance are 

identified: primary, contributory and little or no and these are defined below.  The purpose of identifying 

levels of significance is to provide guidance with regard to the application of specific conservation 

policies and to identify elements and areas where there may be greater or lesser scope for adaptation 

and change.  

The levels of significance are illustrated at Figure 77 and Figure 78. 
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Primary significance 

Elements of primary significance make a substantial contribution to the overall significance of the place 

and contribute directly to an understanding of the heritage values.  They include intact early/original 

internal and external features of the homestead and stables/coach house.  Generally, elements of 

primary significance should be retained and conserved. 

Specific areas and elements considered to be of primary significance are as follows: 

Homestead 

• the whole of the exterior of the residence, including roof but excluding the addition to the 

south-west; 

• the whole of the verandah to its original extent, including flooring, composite cement and cast 

iron columns and roof; 

• stone and brick entrance steps, including wing walls and pillars; 

• the lantern and widow’s walk; 

• the front door airlock, entry and central hall including all internal features; and 

• the plan layout of the lounges, dining room and bedroom 1, including fireplaces. 

Stables/coach house 

• the whole of the exterior of the stables/coach house, including gable and skillion roofs; and 

• the ground floor including plan layout and fabric of the stables, the herringbone brickwork to 

the central aisle and coursed brickwork to the stables/stalls, and the former groom’s quarters 

with fireplace, but excluding the non-original stairs to the south-west.   

Property 

• the remnant mature specimen trees (refer to the tree schedule in Appendix B);  

• area of lawn to the north of the homestead; and 

• driveways and brick drains. 

Contributory 

Structures, elements or fabric of contributory significance make a moderate (or lesser) contribution to 

the overall significance of the place.  These elements preferably should be retained, but offer greater 

flexibility with regard to potential removal, alteration and change, subject also to other relevant policies 

in this CMP.   

Specific areas and elements considered to be of contributory significance are as follows: 

Homestead 

• the exterior to the extent of the c. 1950s living area at the south-west; 

• interiors of lounges, dining room and bedroom 1; and 

• the hallways to the north of the main hall to the extent of the store room, and the plan layout of 

the north hall to the extent of the north wing. 

Stables/coach house 

• the stairs between ground and the mezzanine; and 

• whole of the first floor. 

Little or no significance 

Spaces, elements and fabric of little or no significance at Eyrecourt make a limited or no contribution to 

the overall significance of the place.  These include areas which date from a later period of occupation 
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or development, have undergone change, or which do not contribute an understanding of the place.  

Generally these elements can be altered, adapted or removed as required. 

Specific areas and elements considered to be of little or no significance are as follows: 

Homestead  

• the sunroom; and 

• the interior of the north-east airlock/bathroom, dressing room, bedroom 2, bedroom 3, 

bedroom 4, bedroom 5, bedroom 6, store room, kitchen, bar, laundry, bathroom and living 

areas and western part of the northern hall;  

Site 

• tennis pavilion and tennis court site; 

• timber arbour; 

• tank; 

• carport/shed;  

• post and rail fence and gates; and 

• swimming pool. 
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4.7 Levels of significance plans 

 

Figure 77 Levels of significance, Eyrecourt homestead 
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Figure 78 Levels of significance, stables/coach house 
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5.0 CONSERVATION POLICY AND MANAGEMENT PLAN 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter includes policies and recommendations to guide the conservation and management of the 

heritage value of Eyrecourt.  The policies are consistent with the approach outlined in the Conservation 

Plan, A Guide to the Preparation of Conservation Plans for Places of European Cultural Significance 

(James Semple Kerr, 2004); and the principles set out in the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter (2013), 

adopted by Australia ICOMOS, to assist in the conservation of heritage places.  Reference has also been 

made to the Conservation Management Plans: Managing Heritage Places A Guide prepared by the 

Heritage Council of Victoria (2010) and the Growth Area Heritage Places Policy Version 1.1 prepared by 

the City of Casey (2015).  

The policies derive from the preceding assessment and analysis of the heritage significance of the place, 

including the value of the fabric and form of the buildings and structures, and the landscape.  The 

policies are supplemented by Appendix A which contains a maintenance plan and schedule of works for 

the heritage buildings.  

5.1.1 Terminology 

The terminology used in this chapter is of a specific nature.  The following definitions are from the Burra 

Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 2013 (Article 1), as endorsed 

by all statutory and national heritage bodies. 

Place means a geographically defined area.  It may include elements, objects, 

spaces and views.  Place may have tangible and intangible dimensions. 

Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for 

past, present or future generations. 

- Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, 

associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects. 

- Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups. 

Fabric means all the physical material of the place including elements, fixtures, 

contents and objects. 

Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its 

cultural significance. 

Maintenance means the continuous protective care of a place, and its setting. 

Maintenance is to be distinguished from repair which involves restoration or 

reconstruction. 

Preservation means maintaining a place in its existing state and retarding 

deterioration. 

Restoration means returning a place to a known earlier state by removing 

accretions or by reassembling existing elements without the introduction of new 

material. 

Reconstruction means returning a place to a known earlier state and is 

distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material. 

Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use. 

Use means the functions of a place, including the activities and traditional and 

customary practices that may occur at the place or are dependent on the place. 
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Compatible use means a use which respects the cultural significance of a place.  

Such a use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance. 

Setting means the immediate and extended environment of a place that is part of 

or contributes to its cultural significance and distinctive character.   

Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of another 

place. 

Related object means an object that contributes to the cultural significance of a 

place but is not at the place. 

Associations mean the special connections that exist between people and a place. 

Meanings denote what a place signifies, indicates, evokes or expresses to people. 

Interpretation means all the ways of presenting the cultural significance of a place. 

5.2 Basis of approach 

The conservation policy has been prepared on the understanding that the future use of the property has 

not been determined and that a permit has been issued for the subdivision of the western portion of the 

Heritage Overlay that currently applies.  The policies apply to the homestead allotment, including the 

buildings and landscape, as identified in the planning permit (PlnA00990/15) issued by the City of Casey.  

The reasonable expectations of future occupants/owners have been considered, including the need for 

contemporary services and amenity.   

The significance as outlined in chapter 4 has informed the approach to the policies, notably recognition 

of: 

• The importance of the property as a substantially intact nineteenth century rural homestead 

complex comprising a homestead, remnant mature specimen trees and stables/coach house, 

with the latter demonstrating the earlier farming use of the property. 

• The aesthetic value of the weatherboard c. 1886-7 homestead, in particular the arrangement of 

the airlock, entry and hall with lantern above. 

• The importance of the existing driveways and retained landscape and setting to the homestead 

and stables/coach house. 

• The value of the collection of mature specimen trees. 

5.3 Legislative frameworks 

The relevant legislative frameworks applicable to the heritage place are identified and described in 

Table 2 below.  It is noted that works undertaken to address compliance with current National 

Construction Code (NCC) and other relevant Australian Standards, should have regard to the policies in 

this CMP.  It is expected that works to the heritage buildings will be undertaken in compliance with the 

relevant legislative frameworks, including the Heritage Overlay.   
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Table 2 Legislative frameworks applicable to Eyrecourt 

Act or Code Brief description 

Planning and 

Environment Act 

1987, Casey Planning 

Scheme 

Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay 

Eyrecourt is included in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Casey 

Planning Scheme.  The current heritage controls apply to the exteriors of the 

buildings and structures, and to the land area and landscape including tree 

controls.  While the interiors of the buildings are not subject to the heritage 

controls, policy with regard to the internal fabric, particularly significant 

spaces and elements, has been included below.   

A planning permit for external works to the buildings and on land included 

within the Heritage Overlay is currently required.  However, a 

recommendation is made to review the extent of the HO to include internal 

alteration controls to the airlock, entry and hall. 

National 

Construction Code 

The National Construction Code of Australia (NCC) is produced and 

maintained by the Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB) on behalf of the 

Australian Government and state and territory governments.   

It is published as three volumes comprising: 

Volume 1 Building Code of Australia, Class 2 to Class 9 Buildings,   

Volume 2 Building Code of Australia., Class 1 to Class 10 Buildings and  

Volume 3 Plumbing Code of Australia.   

In Victoria the Building Act 1993, via the Building Regulations 2006, adopts 

the BCA on 1 May each year. 

The NCC is the definitive regulatory resource for building construction, 

providing a nationally accepted and uniform approach to technical 

requirements for the building industry.  It contains technical provisions for 

the design and construction of buildings and other structures, covering such 

matters as structure, fire resistance, access and egress, environmental 

sustainability, services and equipment, and certain aspects of health and 

amenity. 

Any significant upgrade, adaptive reuse or redevelopment proposal for the 

heritage building will need to meet the requirements of the relevant volume 

of the NCC.  In this regard the BCA requires that all building design satisfy 

specified performance requirements.  This can be achieved in complying with 

the deemed-to-satisfy provisions, by providing alternative solutions which 

meet the performance requirements, or by using a combination of both. 

In all cases Regulation 608 allows the Relevant Building Surveyor discretion 

when applying requirements of the Regulations to an existing building, 

including heritage buildings.  More specifically, under Section 28 of the 

Building Act 1993, ‘Historic buildings and special buildings’ the Building 

Surveyor may: 
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Act or Code Brief description 

(1) Despite section 24, the relevant building surveyor may issue a building 

permit for the carrying out of building work that does not comply with the 

building regulations if the work is to be carried out on, or in connection with 

— 

 (a) a building included on the Heritage Register established under the 

Heritage Act 1995; 

(2) The building permit may be issued to enable the carrying out of work 

appropriate to the style, manner of construction and materials of the 

building. 

(3) In deciding an application for a building permit in respect of a building to 

which subsection (1) applies, the relevant building surveyor must take into 

account — 

 (a) the structural adequacy of the building; and 

 (b)  the requirements necessary to make reasonable 

provision for the amenity of the building and the safety and health of 

people using the building. 

(4) The consent and report of the Executive Director under the Heritage Act 

1995 must be obtained to an application to demolish or alter a building 

which is on a register established under that Act. 

Through the application of the above provisions there is scope for discretion 

in the application of the Code and Regulatory requirements such that in most 

cases significant fabric can be adapted and conserved in a sympathetic and 

responsible manner.  Although the Act specifically references places on the 

VHR, the broader intent is that the building surveyor is able to apply 

discretion in the cases of heritage buildings subject to local planning scheme 

controls.   

Disability 

Discrimination Act 

1992 

The Disability Discrimination Act 1992 makes it illegal to discriminate against 

a person on the basis of their disability.  It is not specifically about buildings, 

however it has an effect on buildings in which the design and construction 

prevents access by people with a disability, as the owners of those buildings 

are deemed to be discriminating against people on the basis of a disability. 

The DDA is philosophical in approach and: 

• is complaints based; 

• has no construction standards; 

• applies to actions of discrimination wherever they occur; and 

• can apply retrospectively to both new and existing buildings, 

wherever the discrimination occurs. 

On 1 May 2011, the Disability (access to Premises – Buildings) Standards 

(Premises Standards) took effect under the Disability Discrimination Act 

1992.  These standards align with changes to the 2011 edition of the BCA. 
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5.4 Elements of heritage significance 

The elements of heritage significance at Eyrecourt are as follows (and as indicated in chapter 4): 

• Homestead (exterior and original internal planning, spaces and fabric) 

• Stables/coach house (exterior and interior) 

• Driveways, lawn to the north of the homestead, and mature specimen trees  

Non-original elements such as later additions, insertions, infills, fittings and materials as described in 

chapter 3 are not significant. 

The significant elements should be retained, and managed and conserved in accordance with the 

policies and recommendations of this CMP.   

5.5 General conservation policy 

5.5.1 Conservation and care of significant fabric 

Policy All future conservation and other works to significant fabric should be carried out in 

accordance with the principles of The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places 

of Cultural Significance, 2013 

The proper care and conservation of the heritage fabric should have regard for the principles of the 

Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance (The Burra Charter), as adopted by Australia 

ICOMOS to assist in the conservation of heritage places. 

The principles of the Burra Charter provide guidance on the conservation of places and elements of 

cultural heritage significance.  The principles have informed the preparation of the conservation policies 

and guidelines included in this CMP. 

5.5.2 Implementation of the CMP 

Policy This CMP should be used to inform and guide future planning for Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, 

Clyde North 

Policy This CMP should be reviewed and updated every five years or when significant change is 

proposed 

As required by planning permit PlnA00990/15 this CMP will be endorsed by the City of Casey and, once 

endorsed, will form part of the planning permit.  The CMP will also be referenced in a Section 173 

agreement for the property which will formally require maintenance works (as identified in Appendix A) 

and the ongoing management of the property in accordance with the CMP.   

The CMP should be reviewed at regular intervals to ensure that the policies remain relevant and reflect 

contemporary use and occupation of the heritage building.  Ideally, the CMP should be reviewed on a 

five yearly basis.  An additional trigger for a CMP review could include where major works are proposed 

or have occurred.   

5.5.3 Maintenance and repair work 

Policy The recommendations of Appendix A Maintenance Plan and Schedule of Works should be 

implemented  

Policy Specialist heritage advice should be sought before any action is proposed or undertaken that 

will, or is likely to have an impact on the heritage values and significant fabric of the heritage 

place  
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Care of fabric 

As noted, Appendix A to this CMP contains a maintenance plan and schedule of works for the heritage 

buildings.  The emphasis in the schedule is on the conservation of significant fabric, with critical repairs 

and maintenance items identified to prevent or slow deterioration.  Where required, the engagement of 

specialist practitioners is recommended to provide specific advice.   

Management and identification of maintenance works relies on regular inspections of fabric, with an 

emphasis on susceptible features such as guttering and downpipes, door and window openings and 

general drainage associated with buildings.  It is recommended that inspections of individual buildings 

and structures should occur on an annual basis.  Recording of the frequency and extent of required 

maintenance works will assist in the long term management of the heritage place. 

Generally, day-to-day maintenance work can be carried out in accordance with the conservation policies 

in the CMP and without reference to a conservation specialist.  However, major maintenance works 

should be undertaken under the direction of an appropriately qualified conservation practitioner.  The 

main aim of such work should be to retain as much as possible of the historic fabric.   

Technical advice 

Where technical advice is needed and where work on significant fabric is proposed, it is important to 

choose consultants and contractors with proven experience in the relevant field.  This also applies to 

conservation works to significant fabric, save for routine maintenance, which should be undertaken or 

supervised by suitably qualified or skilled practitioners. 

Policy Wherever possible, repair and replacement works to all significant fabric should be 

undertaken on the basis of like for like  

Repair work 

The main aim of repair work should be to retain as much as possible of the original or early material.  It 

is generally recommended that repairs of significant buildings and structures should involve replacing 

‘like with like’: i.e. the replacement of material (missing, deteriorated, broken, etc) with fabric to match 

the existing.  Accepting this principle, it is also important to determine if the material proposed for 

replacement was appropriate in the first place (i.e. it may not be original); the advice of a qualified 

heritage practitioner should be sought on this.  Wherever possible, only actual decayed fabric of a 

heritage structure should be replaced, instead of the whole host element.   

Where the replacement of original fabric with ‘like for like’ is not feasible, through unavailability or in 

response to code compliance, the aim is to minimise the impact on the significance of the heritage 

place.   

The reconstruction of identified missing detail, where evidence exists as to its earlier form, is 

recommended and should be based on physical or historic evidence.   

Repairs to significant elements/fabric should also, in preference, be carried out by appropriately skilled 

contractors, and may require in some cases prior analysis of the composition of the fabric to be 

repaired/replaced (e.g. mortars, renders, surface treatments, etc).   

5.6 Specific conservation policies 

5.6.1 Levels of significance and building works 

Emphasis in the following policies is placed on the retention and conservation of the fabric and elements 

identified as being of primary significance.  While there is a preference for retaining fabric and elements 
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of contributory significance, there may be more scope for change.  There is greater flexibility in the case 

of fabric and elements of little or no significance. 

Policy Retain and conserve fabric identified as being of primary significance to Eyrecourt, 211 Grices 

Road, Clyde North 

Policy Fabric and areas of contributory significance should preferably be retained and conserved, 

though provide greater flexibility with alteration and adaptation 

Policy Fabric of little or no significance can be altered, adapted or demolished 

Policy Retain and conserve the fabric and layout of interior spaces where identified as being of 

primary significance  

As a guiding principle, significant fabric and elements to the homestead and stables/coach house are to 

be retained and conserved.  The key heritage value of the place relates to the importance of the 

property as a substantially intact nineteenth century rural homestead complex comprising a homestead, 

stables/coach house and remnant mature specimen trees.  Fabric and elements of primary significance 

are largely contained within the external fabric, form and expression of the homestead to its principal 

east, north and south elevations.  Internally, the arrangement of the airlock entry and hall with its 

lantern are of primary significance, together with the stair access to the widow’s walk/lantern.  Likewise, 

the fabric associated with the configuration of the principal rooms is of significance and should be 

retained.  With regards to the stables/coach house, the fabric and elements of primary significance are 

the external fabric, form and expression, and the layout and fabric of the ground floor. 

The internal spaces of the homestead, comprising the principal rooms and corridors extending west 

from the hall, are identified as being of contributory significance as they relate to the original internal 

arrangement.  Likewise, the mezzanine level to the stables/coach house is if contributory significance.  

These spaces have been previously altered and or adapted and thus are considered to provide some 

scope for change.  Works in contributory spaces should retain original fabric wherever possible.  Impacts 

to adjacent or nearby areas of primary significance, including the building exterior, should be avoided.  

Areas of little or no significance in the homestead can be altered or adapted as required.  These areas 

have previously been modified.  In addition non-original window and door arrangements to the north 

and south elevations of the homestead could be further modified within the existing openings.   

5.6.2 Homestead 

The external fabric and presentation of the homestead is of primary significance, together with the 

airlock, entry and hall with lantern over, and the internal plan form of the main reception rooms.  For 

further detail regarding original fabric to the exterior and interior of the building reference should be 

made to chapter 3, and chapter 4 for significant fabric/detailing.  The following policies provide guidance 

with regard to the future management and potential for alteration of the homestead in order to 

maintain the significance of the residence.   

Policy Maintain the principal presentation of the homestead, particularly as viewed from the east 

The principal and historic presentation of the homestead is to the east.  This presentation, including the 

entrance steps, return verandah, lantern and widow’s walk, chimneys and hipped roof with gablets, 

should be retained and conserved.  For preference no new structures would be constructed to the east 

of the homestead, or in close proximity to the north and south elevations.   
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Policy Locate an addition or new structure, if required, to the west of the homestead 

An addition or extension to the homestead, if required, could be contemplated to the west of the 

building where there have been previous modifications, including the addition of the sunroom, and 

separate structures.  A new addition in preference should not substantially extend beyond the north or 

south elevations of the existing building.  Likewise the original hipped roofline to the north and south 

wings, and the arrangement of the two rear wings with a narrow passageway between, should be 

maintained.   

An addition should present as a secondary and recessive element and should not be prominent in views 

of the homestead from the east, north-east or south-east (see ‘Curtilage/setting’ at section 5.6.6 below).  

In terms of a design approach, an addition or new structure would in preference utilise a contemporary 

design and form to distinguish between the new and old fabric, and should not mimic or replicate the 

design or detailing of the c. 1886-7 homestead.  A linking element, in a contemporary material, could be 

a means of distinguishing a new element from the heritage building. 

An addition or new structure to the west of the homestead would also not disrupt the visual connection 

between the homestead building and the stables/coach house located to the north.   

Policy Internally, retain the arrangement of the airlock, entrance and hall with lantern above 

Policy Retain the planning layout and fabric of rooms identified as being of primary significance 

The arrangement of the airlock, entry and hall, lit by the lantern is of aesthetic significance and is the 

principal public space within the homestead.  The timber arcaded structure and ornamentation, with 

substantial ornate fireplace, within the central hall is a striking feature of the building.  These original 

internal features should be maintained and conserved in any future use of the building.  Likewise the 

retention of the top-lighting of the hall space by way of the lantern is essential to the innovative 

arrangement and should be maintained.   

In addition, the retention of the internal walls, fireplaces and detailing identified as being of primary 

significance will ensure that the original residential occupation and use continues to be understood.   

5.6.3 Stables/coach house 

The stables/coach house located to the north-west of the homestead is a large outbuilding associated 

with the former farming use of property.  The building retains its central aisle with red brick flooring in a 

herringbone pattern, horse stalls with coursed brickwork to each side, and former groom’s quarters with 

a fireplace.  The mezzanine level is an altered space within the building.  The following policies provide 

guidance with regard to the future management and potential for alteration of the building in order to 

maintain the significance of the stables/coach house.   

Policy Maintain the principal presentation of the stables/coach house to the east and its visual 

connection with the homestead 

The stables/coach house forms part of the homestead complex and is associated with the farming use of 

the property.  While the building is largely utilitarian in its overall form, the visual connection between 

the homestead and the stables/coach house is of significance.  In addition, the arrangement of the 

skillion component to the east and gable roofed structure to the west is of interest.  For preference no 

new structures would be constructed to the east of the stables/coach house, and the stepped building 

form including the skillion structure to the east of the gable roofed structure would be maintained. 
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Policy Locate an addition, if required, to the west or south-west of the stables/coach house 

Policy Locate a new separate structure, if required, to the south of the stables/coach house 

The stables/coach house was historically one of numerous outbuildings located on the property.  The 

aerial photographs from the 1960s indicate further sheds and structures were located to the west and 

south-west of the building.   

The overall form of the stables/coach house should remain evident, however there are opportunities to 

construct an addition to the west or south-west of the building, or to construct a new and separate 

structure to the south.   

An addition or new structure should present as a secondary and recessive element and should not be 

prominent in views of the building from the east.  As identified above, in terms of a design approach, an 

addition or new structure would in preference utilise a contemporary design and form to distinguish 

between the new and old fabric, and should not mimic or replicate the design or detailing of the 

stables/coach house.  A linking element, in a contemporary material, could be a means of distinguishing 

a new element from the heritage building. 

Policy Internally, retain the arrangement of the central aisle with horse stalls to either side 

The interior of the stables/coach house is largely intact at ground floor level.  The arrangement of the 

central aisle with herringbone brickwork with timber horse stalls to each side remains evident and 

should generally be maintained.  There may be opportunity to alter or remove some fabric between the 

stalls to create more usable spaces within the building, however the overall appreciation of the building 

as a stables/coach house should be maintained and remain evident in the remaining fabric.   

The mezzanine level can be modified internally.   

5.6.4 Use 

Policy  The future use (or uses) of the heritage buildings, should be compatible with the assessed 

values of the place so that its cultural significance is maintained and conserved. 

The property was historically a farm holding, with the homestead the main family residence.  The 

residential use of the homestead is therefore a long-term one, and is encouraged to be retained.  

However, it is understood that a use for the building has not yet been finalised, and potential uses 

include hospitality or a public/community functions.  In heritage terms, a preferred use is one which 

allows for the retention of significant fabric and for an understanding of its original residential function 

to be maintained.   

When moving from a residential use, consideration will need to be given to DDA access to the 

homestead (refer Section 5.3).  A sensitive approach is recommended which has limited visual and 

physical impact on the external presentation, particularly to the principal east elevation of the 

homestead.  

The stables/coach house could continue to be used as a stable/farm outbuilding, or could reasonably be 

adapted as studio or office space.  The adaptation of the building, as outlined above, should retain 

evidence of the central aisle arrangement with stalls located to each side.   

5.6.5 Landscape 

The current landscape of Eyrecourt comprises the driveways, area of lawn to the north of the 

homestead and plantings dating from different periods.  It is a landscape which has evolved and 

changed over time, as is evident in the historic aerial images included in chapter 2.  Accepting its 
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evolution, it is important to maintain the remaining landscape, including the mature specimen trees and 

area of lawn, to provide a garden setting to the historic buildings.  This will ensure that Eyrecourt 

continues to be read and understood as a former large rural property in a landscaped setting. 

Policy  Retain and enhance the treed landscape character of the property and area of lawn to the 

north of the homestead 

Policy Prepare a landscape plan for the homestead allotment  

The retention and enhancement of the treed landscape character of the property and area of lawn is 

strongly encouraged.  Where possible, subject to health and condition, existing mature trees should be 

retained, as should remnants of the early driveway plantings.  Given, however, that many of the mature 

specimen trees are reaching senescence, it is recommended that a landscape plan is prepared for the 

homestead allotment to provide guidance with regard to the proposed location and species of plantings 

within the landscape.  The plan should be responsive to the setting of the heritage buildings, and also 

provide for the future management of the landscape, including irrigation and access requirements.  

Consideration could also be given to the replanting of the outer row of specimen trees to the original 

driveway alignment.  The landscape plan should reference the Assessment of Trees for Heritage Value 

report and the attached tree schedule prepared by Context Pty Ltd in 2012. 

In the absence of such a plan, where the age or health of the early specimen trees prevents their 

retention, they should be replaced with a similar specimen tree in a similar location, or on the same 

alignment if adjacent to a driveway.  This ensures an understanding of the early treed setting to the 

homestead is maintained.  New plantings can be introduced to enhance the character, utilising the 

existing tree species as a guide.  New boundary (and row) plantings are appropriate, particularly 

replacing those that were removed to accommodate the widening of Grices Road. 

It is recommended in regard to the specific health and maintenance of trees, specialist advice should be 

sought from an arborist. 

In addition, some general landscape maintenance and management principles include: 

• Undertake as required: gardening, mowing, clipping, removal of dead plants, disease and weed 

control, emergency and safety garden works. 

• Manage trees in accordance with Australian Standard; Pruning of Amenity Trees AS4373. 

• Preferably involve a suitably qualified arborist when lopping branches of mature trees, or 

removing senescent or extensively damaged trees. 

• Introduce and/or maintain watering and drainage systems, as appropriate and preferably 

utilising recycled water. 

• Undertake as required repairs and maintenance to hard landscape elements such as paths, 

fences and gates. 

• Undertake vegetation removal as recommended in Appendix A. 

Policy  Maintain the existing driveway arrangement 

Policy Consider reinstatement of the original driveway alignment 

The existing driveway arrangement is identified as an element of significance within the broader 

landscape setting of Eyrecourt.  While the existing driveway is not the original configuration, it retains 

elements of the early driveway and is indicative of the original approach to the homestead.  The 

driveway should be retained, and the continued use of gravel for the driveway surface is encouraged.  

The introduction of a hard paved surface (asphalt or concrete) is strongly discouraged.   
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The original driveway alignment is understood to have been located further east, at the current 

property boundary.  This drive is understood to have curved around from Grices Road to join the 

existing driveway at its southern-most point, before sweeping past the front of the homestead and 

leading to the stables/coach house.  The alignment of the original driveway and the associated avenue 

tree plantings is discernible in the aerial photographs included in chapter 2, and the remaining existing 

mature trees planted in a curved alignment.  The reinstatement of the original driveway alignment is 

encouraged.   

Policy  Where required, introduce car parking on the site in areas of low heritage sensitivity, and 

finish with materials to respond to the existing landscape 

If the use of the property transfers from a residential use to a hospitality or public/community use, there 

will be a requirement to provide car parking on the site.   

Potential locations for car parking have been identified to the west and north-west of the homestead, 

with overflow car parking on the former tennis court to the east of the homestead.  As with the surface 

finish to the driveways, hard paved surfaces are strongly discouraged.  A car park to the west of the 

homestead could be finished with gravel to match the adjacent driveway.  A car park to the east of the 

homestead, however, should maintain the landscape setting to the homestead and remain as an area of 

lawn to the east of the building.  Furthermore, car parking located to the east of the homestead should 

not have a visual impact on the views to this building.   

As there is a considerable difference in ground levels between the existing driveway alignment and the 

former tennis court, consideration could be given to the reinstatement of the original driveway to 

provide access to the tennis court site for car parking.  This would be a less invasive method of providing 

access to this car parking site than from the existing driveway.  

5.6.6 Curtilage/setting to significant buildings 

The landscape of Eyrecourt is part of the significant setting to the historic buildings.  Maintaining the 

landscape setting, and an appropriate curtilage to the buildings, is an important heritage consideration.  

‘Curtilage’ is an area around a heritage building which is defined or set aside in order to assist with 

conserving the heritage values of the building.  The curtilage is part of the setting; the curtilage is also an 

area which can be ‘managed’ in favour of the heritage buildings.  Retention of a curtilage, and 

appropriate setbacks or a ‘buffer zone’ to adjoining development, is especially important in cases where 

the building has historically been seen and appreciated in a generous setting (as per Eyrecourt).   

Policy  Retain a curtilage around the homestead to maintain key views of the building in its 

landscaped setting 

Retaining an undeveloped curtilage or in this case ‘free space’ around the homestead at Eyrecourt will 

ensure that the building can continue to be viewed in its current setting from adjacent new roads.  This 

includes views to the north and south sides of the dwelling, and primarily to the main east frontage.  The 

picturesque weatherboard building, with its verandahs to three sides (north, south and east) and 

lantern/widow’s walk, was designed for these elements to be seen and appreciated.   

There is limited scope for new buildings and structures to be constructed within the immediate curtilage 

of the homestead, particularly to the east. 

Policy  Retain a curtilage around the stables/coach house to provide a visual connection between 

this building and the homestead 

With regard to the curtilage to the coach house, this was historically a working building and accordingly 

adopts a utilitarian form and materials.  Despite its utilitarian form, the double-height stables/coach 
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house is a substantial structure, and its timber-framed multi-paned windows and steeply pitched gable 

roof form contribute to the overall presentation of the building, particularly when viewed from the east.  

The visual connection between the residence and coach house, both from the lantern/widow’s walk, 

and along the driveway are important, and should remain uninterrupted.   

5.6.7 Historical archaeology 

Policy  Where works occur within the homestead allotment, consideration should be given to the 

potential for historical archaeology  

Eyrecourt, as an historic property, may retain evidence of earlier structures, elements, and garden 

layout, although more recent subdivision and development may have resulted in the loss of some 

evidence to the broader rural property.  Examination of the historic aerial photographs included in 

chapter 2, indicate some hard landscape/garden elements near the homestead which are no longer 

extant.  Furthermore, the plan of 1958, included in chapter 2, indicates that a separate store with cellar 

below was located to the west of the south wing of the residence.  This structure was demolished by 

1960, and it is possible that footings, stairs and/or cellar remain below ground.   

Currently, all archaeological sites more than 50 years in age in Victoria are protected by the Heritage Act 

1995, regardless of whether they are included in the Victorian Heritage Inventory (a register of known 

non-indigenous historical archaeological sites in Victoria).  Section 127 of the Heritage Act 1995 specifies 

that it is an offence to disturb an archaeological site or artefact unless approval has been obtained from 

the Executive Director of Heritage Victoria.79  Any works which disturb an archaeological site must 

immediately cease and Heritage Victoria contacted immediately.   

It is noted, however, that in November 2017 the Heritage Act 2017 comes into force.  With regard to 

historical archaeology, the new Act enables more selective protection of archaeological sites by 

including only significant sites over 75 years old on the VHI (rather than all sites over 50 years old 

regardless of value as at present).  Provision will still be made for sites less than 75 years old if they are 

considered to be of archaeological value, thus introducing the concept of a threshold for inclusion in the 

VHI where sites are less than 75 years old.  Review rights for consents to disturb an archaeological site 

are also to be introduced.   

If any sub-surface remains are revealed during works on the site, and there is doubt as to whether the 

Heritage Act 1995/2017 applies, confirmation can be obtained from Heritage Victoria.  See also 

http://www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/heritage/historical-archaeology-and-heritage-inventory/historical-archaeology. 

5.6.8 Statutory approvals 

Policy  Obtain a planning permit pursuant to Clause 43.01 of the Casey Planning Scheme for 

proposed works within the extent of the Heritage Overlay 

The inclusion of the subject property in the HO applies statutory heritage controls over the exteriors of 

the buildings and structures, and the landscape and trees.  In effect, these controls require that any 

changes to these elements would normally trigger the need for a planning permit application.  This 

includes proposals for works to the exterior of the existing buildings, the construction of new buildings, 

fences, pathways, landscaping and works to the trees.   

This CMP identifies original and significant elements, as well as non-original components and introduced 

elements and fabric.  The City of Casey would have regard for these distinctions when contemplating 

change to the existing buildings, and determining a permit application.  The CMP also provides policies 

and recommendations to guide the management and protection of heritage values, guidance which 

Council would also refer to in determining a works approval. 

http://www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/heritage/historical-archaeology-and-heritage-inventory/historical-archaeology
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In terms of a process to follow when contemplating change to Eyrecourt, and the potential requirement 

for statutory approval, the following steps are recommended: 

• Identify the required works 

• Obtain initial input from a heritage consultant, to advise on avoiding or minimising potential 

heritage impacts, and whether a permit application is required 

• Document the proposed works 

• Have the heritage consultant review the documentation and when final, prepare a supporting 

heritage impact statement or report to accompany permit application to Council 

• Lodge the application with Council 

Depending on the nature and scale of the works, a pre-application meeting with Council may also be of 

benefit.  This would introduce the proposal to Council, and facilitate some feedback on the extent and 

acceptability of the proposed works. 

5.6.9 Extent of Heritage Overlay 

Policy  Consider revising the extent of the Heritage Overlay to apply only to the homestead 

allotment, and to apply internal controls to the airlock, entry and central hall within the 

homestead 

The aerial image at Figure 79 identifies the current extent of the HO, which includes land beyond the 

homestead allotment, and recently subdivided allotments and roads.  It is recommended that 

consideration be given to reducing the extent of the overlay, to match that of the homestead allotment.  

This would remove the subdivided allotments and any new development from the HO, which is an 

appropriate outcome, while still applying the overlay to the significant components of Eyrecourt. 

Consideration should also be given to applying internal alteration controls to the listing of Eyrecourt 

within the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay.  The internal alteration controls should specifically apply to 

the airlock, entry and central hall within the homestead; it should be noted that the internal alteration 

controls do not apply to the remainder of the building interiors.   
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Figure 79 Aerial photograph, 2010, showing extent of Heritage Overlay.  Recent subdivision and 

roadworks are not shown in this aerial 

Source: www.land.vic.gov.au.  Accessed 6 April 2017 

5.6.10 Risk management 

Policy Identify potential risks to the property and mitigate as far as possible 

Risks to heritage buildings and landscape can be categorised into two principal areas: risks of damage 

associated with natural events or failure of fabric and risks associated with human intervention.   

Damage arising from the risk of natural events is likely to result from storm damage, particularly wind 

and rain.  The most likely risks associated with fabric failure are flooding, due to blocked, burst or 

leaking rainwater goods and pipes, and fire.  With regard to intentional damage the greatest risk is that 

of vandalism, though this is unlikely due to occupation of the buildings and the existing security 

provisions.   

A risk analysis has been prepared and the results are found at Table 3: 

http://www.land.vic.gov.au/
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Table 3 Analysis of risks associated with Eyrecourt 

 

5.6.11 Interpretation 

Policy Provide historical interpretation of Eyrecourt within a publicly accessible place 

Eyrecourt has an important place within the municipality, and its use and development is reasonably 

well-documented.  Its history, and its place in the context of Casey’s rural/agricultural history is 

appropriate to conveyed by interpretation.  To some extent the new development around the property 

has picked up on the history through the naming of new roads, for example, Eyrecourt Place. 

Interpretation could comprise the use of a discrete sign or plaque near the entrance to the property, 

which simply identifies the name of the place, its date of construction, the original owners, and 

potentially utilises an historic image such as those reproduced in chapter 2.  Given the use and 

occupation of the homestead allotment is unknown, and may change, a further location for 

interpretation signage could be along the footpath/retaining wall on Como Parade to the south-east of 

the homestead, positioned where a view of the residence can be obtained.  

  

Threat Probability Preparation/Response 

Lack of repairs and 

maintenance  

Moderate A program of maintenance works has been prepared, and it 

is recommended that these works be implemented to 

ensure the ongoing maintenance and repair of the fabric to 

the heritage building.  Particular attention should to be paid 

to the exterior fabric of the building facades, windows, roofs 

and rainwater goods.  

Vandalism, theft, 

destruction 

Low  The threat of vandalism, theft and destruction of the 

significant fabric of Eyrecourt is considered to be low due to 

the current occupation of the building.  

If the building is to be unoccupied in the future, site security 

will become an important management requirement.  

Secure fencing, security alarms and property surveillance are 

all means of ensuring site security.  The passive surveillance 

of neighbouring properties is also of assistance, and where 

feasible, neighbours should be encouraged to do this. 

Fire Low  The threat of fire is ever present, and should be managed 

through the adequate provision of fire services. 

Flood Low  The property is of only a low risk of flood arising from 

natural causes due to its elevated location.  Maintenance of 

drainage, stormwater and fire services will minimise the risk 

of flood arising from human intervention. 

Storm damage Always present There is an ever-present risk to the residence and 

outbuildings from storm damage.  Maintain roofs in good 

order, inspect fixings, inspect and maintain windows and 

doors in good order. 
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Addendum (24 October 2017) 

This addendum specifically relates to the stables/coach house and the associated land located to the 

north-west of Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, Clyde North (Figure 1).   

On the night of 28 July 2017 a fire occurred within the stables/coach house (Figure 2).  The fire resulted 

in the complete destruction of the stables/coach house, with the exception of the brick chimney and the 

brick floor paving (Figure 3 to Figure 5).  The chimney was deemed to be structurally unsound shortly 

after the fire and has since been demolished.  The debris from the fire has recently been removed from 

the site, revealing the brick floor paving and metal grates located to each of the stable stalls.  It is noted 

that the brick paving has sunken in part.   

As indicated in the introduction of the CMP, reference to the stables/coach house has been retained 

within the CMP as the document was lodged with the City of Casey in May 2017, and, where relevant, 

modified text has been included in this addendum. 

Assessment of significance  

The stables/coach house was identified as an element of primary heritage significance in the CMP.  The 

fire has resulted in the loss of the building and it is no longer identified as an element of primary 

significance.  The remaining brick paving and grates have been identified as being of contributory 

significance.   

The assessment of significance (assessment against criteria and revised statement of significance) below 

supersedes these sections of the CMP as reference to the stables/coach house has been removed.  

Assessment against criteria 

The following revised assessment against criteria has been prepared to remove reference to the 

stables/coach house.  This assessment supersedes that included in the CMP.   

Criterion A: Importance to the course or pattern of our cultural or natural history 

(historical significance). 

Eyrecourt, 211 Grices Road, Clyde North, is of local historical significance as a 

substantial former farm homestead complex.  The property was once much larger, 

but subdivision from the early twentieth century and twenty-first century has seen 

the property now comprise the c. 1886-7 single-storey weatherboard residence, in 

a setting of mature exotic trees.  The land was originally associated with the Mount 

John Estate, and after its sale to Richard Grice Jnr in 1885, and the construction of 

the residence, Grice renamed the property Eirruc.  It became known as Eyrecourt in 

the interwar period, and this name has continued.  Grice was the third son of 

Richard Grice Snr., pastoralist and businessman, and his wife Louise, was the 

daughter of pastoralist John Lang Currie.  Grice Jnr ran horses and cattle at Eirruc 

and also established an orchard, all agricultural pursuits which were typical for 

farms in the municipality.  The generous size of the residence is testament to the 

family wealth and social standing of the Grice and Currie families in the late 

nineteenth century.  Later owners also followed this pattern of being financially 

comfortable aside from farming through independent professional pursuits or 

family connections.      

Criterion B: Possession of uncommon rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or 

natural history (rarity). 

This criterion is not considered to apply.   

Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding 

of our cultural or natural history (research potential). 
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This criterion is not considered to apply.   

Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of 

cultural or natural places or environments (representativeness). 

Eyrecourt demonstrates the principal characteristics of a substantial nineteenth 

century farming homestead complex, with large residence, driveways, area of lawn 

to the north of the homestead, and mature specimen trees.   

Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics (aesthetic 

significance). 

Eyrecourt is of local aesthetic (architectural) significance as a substantial and 

picturesque homestead of the c. 1886-7.  The generally symmetrical arrangement 

of the homestead features a U-shaped plan, hipped roof with gablets at its eastern 

end, wide return verandah, and detailed airlock, entry and hall with decorative 

timber work and lantern above.  The external design responds to its original rural 

setting, particularly it its incorporation of lantern roof and widow’s walk, which 

gave access to views afforded by the elevated location of the site.  Externally, it 

also incorporates some unusual timber detailing, some of which anticipates 

Federation-era design.  The design suggests an architect was involved, although it 

has not been attributed to any individual or firm.  The scale and design of the 

residence reflects the wealth of its original owner.  The landscaped setting, which 

include driveways, the area of lawn to the north of the homestead, and mature 

specimen trees, enhance the setting for the residence.  The hall is of a higher level 

of aesthetic significance, with its well resolved and innovative arrangement of the 

hall space, distinguished by its decorative timber arcaded structure and substantial 

ornate fireplace, and lit by the lantern above.  It is a well resolved and innovative 

arrangement.  For what is a relatively typical arrangement of a Victorian-era rural 

residence, the incorporation of this remarkable ornate central hall speaks to the 

aspirations of its well-connected owner.   

Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical 

achievement at a particular period (technical significance). 

This criterion is not considered to apply 

Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural 

group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a 

place to Indigenous peoples as part of their continuing and developing cultural 

traditions (social significance).  

This criterion is not considered to apply 

Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of 

persons, of importance in our history (associative significance). 

Since its construction in c. 1886-7, Eyrecourt has associations with a number of 

well-known local residents, including Richard Grice Jnr, for whom the residence 

Eirruc, as Eyrecourt was originally known, was constructed.  Grice was the third son 

of Richard Grice Snr., pastoralist and businessman, and became known for horse 

breeding and other farming pursuits.  He also served on the Cranbourne Shire 

Council from 1896-1903 and the Mornington Farmers Society.   

Revised statement of significance 

Based on the assessment of significance above, the statement of significance for Eyrecourt has been 

revised and updated, and this version supersedes the previous statement of significance included in the 

CMP.  Additions to the statement are shown in bold font.  The reference to Grice’s involvement with St 
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Mark’s Church in Fitzroy has been removed as historical sources indicate it was Richard Grice Snr who 

was linked to this church.  

What is significant?  

'Eyre Court' Eyrecourt, comprising the house homestead constructed c. 1886-7, 

and associated mature gardens and windrow plantings driveways, areas of lawn 

and specimen trees, at 211 Grices Road, Cranbourne North Clyde North.   

How is it significant?  

'Eyre Court' Eyrecourt is of local historic and aesthetic significance to the City of 

Casey. 

Why is it significant? 

Historically, it is significant as an early farm complex that illustrates an important 

phase in the historic development of primary production in this area during the late 

nineteenth century.  It also has associations with Richard Grice Junior who was well 

known in Melbourne and local circles, having served on the Shire Council. (Criteria 

A & H)and provided many years of service for the Church of England, particularly at 

St. Marks, in Fitzroy. (AHC criteria A4, D2 and H1) 

Aesthetically, the house homestead is architecturally significant for its picturesque 

multi-gabled form, complete with the look-out built into the roof lantern roof with 

widow’s walk and a prominent hill-top setting.  A Mature specimen exotic garden 

complements the period of the house and contains many mature trees (conifers, 

'Araucaria sp.', oaks, old robinias, Canary Island pines) contribute to the setting, as 

do the area of lawn to the north of the homestead and the nineteenth and 

twentieth century driveways.  which were presumably once part of the original 

Grice holding and now extend west from the property along Grices Road and 

contribute to the adjacent farm landscape. (AHC criterion E1).  The incorporation 

of decorative internal entry and central hall spaces is of particular aesthetic 

significance, and the well-resolved and innovative space speaks to the aspiration 

of its original owner.  (Criteria D & E) 

Conservation policy and management plan 

Following the fire, all that remains of the stables/coach house is the brick paving and metal grates.  

Accordingly, the stables/coach house is to be removed from the list of elements of heritage significance 

(refer Section 5.4).  The brick paving is to be identified as a contributory element of the site as it 

provides evidence of the former location of the stables/coach house to the north-west of the 

homestead, with access provided by the driveways.   

The specific policies provided in Chapter 5 which relate to the presentation and fabric of the 

stables/coach house are now no longer relevant (refer Section 5.6.1).  The following policies have been 

revised to remove reference to the stables/coach house and supersede the existing policies (at the 

relevant section numbers) within the CMP: 

Section 5.6.1 Levels of significance and building works 

Emphasis in the following policies is placed on the retention and conservation of the fabric and elements 

identified as being of primary significance.  While there is a preference for retaining fabric and elements 

of contributory significance, there may be more scope for change.  There is greater flexibility in the case 

of fabric and elements of little or no significance. 
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Policy Retain and conserve fabric identified as being of primary significance to Eyrecourt, 211 Grices 

Road, Clyde North 

Policy Fabric and areas of contributory significance should preferably be retained and conserved, 

though provide greater flexibility with alteration and adaptation 

Policy Fabric of little or no significance can be altered, adapted or demolished 

Policy Retain and conserve the fabric and layout of interior spaces where identified as being of 

primary significance  

As a guiding principle, significant fabric and elements of the homestead are to be retained and 

conserved.  The key heritage value of the place relates to the importance of the property as a 

substantially intact nineteenth century rural homestead comprising the homestead, area of lawn and 

remnant mature specimen trees.  Fabric and elements of primary significance are largely contained 

within the external fabric, form and expression of the homestead to its principal east, north and south 

elevations.  Internally, the arrangement of the airlock entry and hall with its lantern are of primary 

significance, together with the stair access to the widow’s walk/lantern.  Likewise, the fabric associated 

with the configuration of the principal rooms is of significance and should be retained.   

The internal spaces of the homestead, comprising the principal rooms and corridors extending west 

from the hall, are identified as being of contributory significance as they relate to the original internal 

arrangement.  These spaces have been previously altered and or adapted and thus are considered to 

provide some scope for change.  Works in contributory spaces should retain original fabric wherever 

possible.  Impacts to adjacent or nearby areas of primary significance, including the building exterior, 

should be avoided.  

Areas of little or no significance in the homestead can be altered or adapted as required.  These areas 

have previously been modified.  In addition non-original window and door arrangements to the north 

and south elevations of the homestead could be further modified within the existing openings.   

Section 5.6.4 Use 

Policy  The future use (or uses) of the heritage building, should be compatible with the assessed 

values of the place so that its cultural significance is maintained and conserved. 

The property was historically a farm holding, with the homestead the main family residence.  The 

residential use of the homestead is therefore a long-term one, and is encouraged to be retained.  

However, it is understood that a use for the building has not yet been finalised, and potential uses 

include hospitality or a public/community functions.  In heritage terms, a preferred use is one which 

allows for the retention of significant fabric and for an understanding of its original residential function 

to be maintained.   

When moving from a residential use, consideration will need to be given to DDA access to the 

homestead (refer Section Error! Reference source not found.).  A sensitive approach is recommended 

which has limited visual and physical impact on the external presentation, particularly to the principal 

east elevation of the homestead.  

Section 5.6.6 Curtilage/setting to significant building 

The landscape of Eyrecourt is part of the significant setting to the historic building.  Maintaining the 

landscape setting, and an appropriate curtilage to the homestead, is an important heritage 

consideration.  ‘Curtilage’ is an area around a heritage building which is defined or set aside in order to 

assist with conserving the heritage values of the building.  The curtilage is part of the setting; the 

curtilage is also an area which can be ‘managed’ in favour of the heritage buildings.  Retention of a 

curtilage, and appropriate setbacks or a ‘buffer zone’ to adjoining development, is especially important 

in cases where the building has historically been seen and appreciated in a generous setting (as per 

Eyrecourt).   
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Policy  Retain a curtilage around the homestead to maintain key views of the building in its 

landscaped setting 

Retaining an undeveloped curtilage or in this case ‘free space’ around the homestead at Eyrecourt will 

ensure that the building can continue to be viewed in its current setting from adjacent new roads.  This 

includes views to the north and south sides of the dwelling, and primarily to the main east frontage.  The 

picturesque weatherboard building, with its verandahs to three sides (north, south and east) and 

lantern/widow’s walk, was designed for these elements to be seen and appreciated.   

There is limited scope for new buildings and structures to be constructed within the immediate curtilage 

of the homestead, particularly to the east. 

Section 5.6.11 Interpretation 

Policy Provide historical interpretation of Eyrecourt within a publicly accessible place 

Policy Provide historical interpretation of the former stables/coach house on publicly 

accessible land and in proximity with the retained brick paving 

Eyrecourt has an important place within the municipality, and its use and development is reasonably 

well-documented.  Its history, and its place in the context of Casey’s rural/agricultural history is 

appropriate to conveyed by interpretation.  To some extent the new development around the property 

has picked up on the history through the naming of new roads, for example, Eyrecourt Place. 

Interpretation of the homestead could comprise the use of a discrete sign or plaque near the entrance 

to the property, which identifies the name of the place, its date of construction, the original owners, and 

potentially utilises an historic image such as those reproduced in chapter 2.  Given the use and 

occupation of the homestead allotment is unknown, and may change, a further location for 

interpretation signage could be along the footpath/retaining wall on Como Parade to the south-east of 

the homestead, positioned where a view of the residence can be obtained.  

With regard to the site of the former stables/coach house the interpretation could comprise a sign or 

plaque in proximity with the retained brick paving which identifies the former use of the site and images 

of the building prior to the fire. 

Additional policies 

The following new policies should be considered in relation to the former location of the stables/coach 

house and the remaining brick paving and metal grates.  

Policy Retain and conserve the remaining brick paving and metal grates 

The brick paving and metal grates formed the flooring to the majority of the former stables/coach 

house.  This paving is the only remnant of the building which remains to provide evidence of the 

building’s location and former use.  The brick paving contributes to a broader understanding of the 

history of the place and the rural nature of the homestead complex through identifying the location of 

the former stables/coach house.  To ensure that evidence of the former stables/coach house remains, 

the brick paving and metal grates should be retained and conserved.  Minor repair works could be 

undertaken to the paving, including localised relaying of the bricks where the paving is uneven to 

provide a level surface.  Consideration could also be given to the installation of a consolidating edge to 

define the footprint of the stables/coach house and to protect the paving from further damage.   

Policy Retain the location of the former stables/coach house as open space or a landscaped area 

The former stables/coach house was located to the north-west of the homestead with access provided 

by the driveways.  It is preferable to retain this site for open space or as a landscaped area, 

incorporating interpretation relating to the former stables/coach house building.  No building should be 

constructed which impacts on the remaining brick paving and metal grates, however a new structure or 

park furniture/infrastructure could be considered to the north or south of the former building.   
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Consideration could also be given to subdivision of the site from the homestead allotment, in order to 

provide open space for the surrounding development, however it would be preferable to maintain visual 

connectivity between the homestead and the former site of the stables/coach house (ie with a 

permeable fence).   

 

Figure 1 Detail of an aerial photograph showing the location of the stables/coach house prior to 

the fire  

Source: Nearmap (image date: 22 Feb 2017)  

 

Figure 2 Detail of an aerial photograph showing the location of the stables/coach house and debris 

remaining on the site following the fire 

Source: Nearmap (image date: 17 Sept 2017) 
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Figure 3 Debris following the stables/coach house fire 

 

Figure 4 Brick chimney prior to its demolition 
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Figure 5 Fire damage to nearby fence and trees 

 

 

Figure 6 Brick paving and metal grates following removal of the fire debris  

 

 

Figure 7 Brick paving and metal grates following removal of the fire debris  
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1.0 Introduction 

This maintenance plan and schedule of works has been prepared to support the future maintenance and 

conservation of the historic fabric at Eyrecourt.  The buildings and elements addressed in this report are: 

 The homestead 

 The stables/coach house 

This maintenance plan and schedule of works has been prepared on the basis of a visual observation of 

the exterior and interior of buildings and accessible elements during the inspection and should be read 

in this context.  Items not readily apparent during the visual inspection are not covered, nor were items 

at height inspected.  No invasive investigation or testing was carried out. 

The emphasis in the schedules is on the conservation of significant fabric.  Following from this, works 

outlined in this plan describe critical repairs and maintenance items to prevent or slow further 

deterioration.  Following the works schedule to each element are a number of images to illustrate the 

areas identified for works.  Where required, the engagement of specialist practitioners is recommended 

in individual works schedules to provide specific advice. 

2.0 Approach to maintenance works 

Management and identification of maintenance works relies on regular inspections of fabric, with an 

emphasis on susceptible features such as guttering and downpipes, door and window openings and 

general drainage associated with buildings.  It is recommended that inspections of individual buildings 

and structures should occur on an annual basis.  Recording of the frequency and extent of required 

maintenance works will assist in the long term management of the heritage place. 

Generally, day-to-day maintenance work can be carried out in accordance with the conservation policies 

in the CMP and without reference to a conservation specialist.  However, major maintenance works 

should be undertaken under the direction of an appropriately qualified conservation practitioner.  The 

main aim of such work should be to retain as much as possible of the historic fabric.   

Typical maintenance works will include: 

 cleaning out gutters, drainage systems and drainage areas and repairing as needed; 

 securing and replacing roof and external wall fabric, glazing, timberwork and decorative 

features, in an appropriate and sympathetic manner (may require specialist input); 

 minor repair and repainting of interior finishes and fittings such as walls, floors, ceilings and 

timber joinery; 

 maintaining existing power or pipelines or other services where this involves no alteration to 

the fabric of the place;  

 replacing or upgrading services (may require specialist input for substantial works);  

 regular monitoring of the condition of significant fabric; 

 repainting of painted elements as required arising from identification at annual inspection.  As 

a general rule, painted surfaces should be recoated at a minimum of seven yearly intervals. 

3.0 Schedule of works 

3.1 Categories 

The following schedule of works has been prioritised on the basis of the extent of deterioration of the 

heritage fabric and deemed urgency for repair.  The schedule provides recommendations for repair and 

maintenance work which address issues identified in the conditions survey of individual buildings at 
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Eyrecourt.  Work items are ascribed one of three categories relating to the extent of deterioration of 

heritage fabric and the urgency of required works.  The categories are defined below: 

Category A works include items actively compromising heritage fabric due to their current poor 

condition, and that therefore require immediate attention to halt further degradation.  Works include 

more active conservation works (as distinct from maintenance works) that seek to return original detail 

to the structures where required.  These works are defined as follows: 

Category A works are urgent works required to be undertaken within one to three 

years as a matter of public safety or to address rapid acceleration or degradation.   

Category B works includes items that require repair but the state of damage or deterioration is not 

severe and is not negatively affecting surrounding heritage fabric and are defined as follows: 

Category B Works that are less urgent and are required to be undertaken within 

the next seven to ten years. 

Category C works includes items that are not resulting in active deterioration of heritage fabric and 

generally relate to the presentation of the building or element and are of a minor nature.  Category C 

works are defined as follows: 

Category C Works that are the least urgent and generally address aesthetic or 

superficial conditions, which may be undertaken pending budget constraints, 

provided that regular maintenance is undertaken. 

In addition to the schedules of work, a selected number of images of individual elements are included in 

each section. 

3.2 Homestead  

3.2.1 Exterior overview 

Generally, the exterior of the homestead is in poor to good condition.  Extensive deterioration of the 

weatherboards, plinth and window and door joinery is concentrated to the west and south and north-

facades at the western end.  The external walling and joinery to the north, south and east walls to the 

narrow passageway dividing the paired wings also display the effects of rot.  The c. 1958-1960 

alterations to the south-west end of the building displays significant deterioration of external fabric.  

Failure in these areas are the result of the cumulative effects of limited maintenance, water penetration 

and alterations to landscaping immediately adjacent to the homestead.  External weatherboards to the 

lantern and timber balustrade (modern replacement) also display the effects of exposure and are rotted.  

The balance of the building facades, particularly where protected by the wide verandahs, are in good 

condition.   

The landscape changes in particular have affected drainage around the building, (stormwater falling 

onto building fabric and into the subfloor), and restricted subfloor ventilation.   

There is evidence of historic termite damage to weatherboards and timberwork, particularly in the area 

of the c. 1958-1960 alterations, in addition to the western facades and visible ends of subfloor timbers.  

A programme of extermination to address termite infestation was undertaken by the previous owner.1  

Further investigation is required to expose the affected timber and determine whether termites remain 

active. 

                                                                 

1 Pers. Comm. Merrianne Rosanove, date of extermination unknown. 
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Localised movement and loss of fabric is evident to the verandah gablet at the front entry.  The 

verandah floor exhibits large areas of rot to and dislodgement of the timber strip flooring, particularly to 

the exposed edges.  The timber strip flooring to the verandah has been replaced in large sections.  The 

polygonal bases of several of the composite iron and cement columns are coming apart along the 

vertical joins and this is likely to be the result of localised stress and movement of the timber floor and 

corrosion of the sheet casing.  The timber verandah structure displays areas of reconstruction with 

timber sections spliced into beams, rafters and purlins.  A hip rafter has lost its splice connecting to the 

beam and separated from the roof structure.  Overall, the verandah framing requires detailed inspection 

identifying all areas of failure and repair/replacement of rotted and missing elements. 

Rainwater goods have been replaced with modern quad guttering and PVC downpipes and connections.  

Installation of the downpipes have resulted in some loss of detail of the adjacent cast column at ground 

level.  A small number of round galvanised downpipes remain though these are in poor condition.  The 

roofs are clad in painted corrugated galvanised roofing and these are in short sheets to the main roof 

planes.  The verandah roof is clad in concave roof sheets, painted to the upper and undersides.  The 

widow’s walk roof is clad in zinc sheet formed into trays.   

Brick chimneys evidence the typical effects of exposure, such as eroded mortar joints and erosion of the 

upper brick courses at the top of the shaft.  

The historical images below (Figure 1 and Figure 2) illustrate the homestead in the late nineteenth 

century and the inter-war period.  These images are valuable in terms of the information they are able 

to provide relating to early or missing detailing to the exterior of the building.   

 

Figure 1 ‘‘Eirruc’ Residence of Richard Grice Esq.’, photographed by Charlie Hammond in 1898 

Source: Sketchbook of Charlie Hammond (no. 4), 1890-1910, held by State Library of 

Victoria 
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Figure 2 View of north-east corner of homestead, c. 1920s, during Grimwade ownership 

Source: Ruth Hollick collection, State Library of Victoria 

3.2.2 Interior overview 

Internal inspection has revealed extensive cracking to the lathe and plaster walls, cornices and ceilings 

adjacent to the chimney breasts.  Cracking has torn wallpaper finishes and exposed two-coat plaster 

beneath.  Movement has also affected the timber skirtings with evidence of separation of the two 

components of the skirtings at the join and separation of the skirting from the plaster above in a 

number of locations.  Radial cracking is also evident above the doorway between the main bedroom to 

the north-east corner and the adjacent airlock space. 

The fireplace in the hall displays significant movement illustrated by the tiled hearth being raised off the 

timber floor and separation of detailing to the timber mantle.  There is significant horizontal cracking to 

the solid plaster of the chimney breast and cracking to the coved ceiling above.   

The movement observed in the areas around the chimneys is a critical issue and requires urgent 

investigation to determine a methodology for structural rectification.  Structural repair works should be 

undertaken prior to the repair of the affected wall and ceiling finishes.  

There is evidence of water damage to the hall ceiling and peeling of paint and wall paper finishes in this 

space and elsewhere.   

It is noted that the south-western section of the homestead has been significantly altered with the 

removal of internal walls and rearrangement of the kitchen and former maid’s spaces.  Ceilings are 

lowered to the main hallway and the living, kitchen and bar area.  Evidence of previous termite activity 

was noted to the timber door frame to bedroom 3. 
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Figure 3 Eyrecourt plan 
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3.2.3 Recommended specialist investigations 

The apparent movement of the fireplaces is a critical issue and is causing further damage to adjacent 

wall and ceiling finishes as is the potential for the continued presence of termites.  It is critical that these 

are investigated immediately.  All inspection works dot-pointed below are denoted as an A in the 

schedule.  It is recommended that: 

 A structural engineer investigate movement in the areas of fireplaces and minor cracking to the 

external breast of the south chimney and prepare recommendations for repair. 

 A structural engineer to inspect the subfloor structure to the verandah and external columns 

and provide remedial advice as required. 

 A structural engineer investigate the structure to the external brick and bluestone steps to the 

east verandah. 

 Investigation by pest exterminator be undertaken as related to historic termite damage and the 

potential for continued investigation. 

 Remove bee infestations to homestead (chimneys and north façade above the verandah). 

3.2.4 Works schedules 

Exterior 

1.  Roofing (homestead, verandah, lantern and gablets): 

Inspect the underside of roof sheeting for corrosion from within roof space to 

the homestead and underside of the verandah.  Note: the interior side of the 

lantern roof is not accessible. 

 

B 

Replace severely corroded sheets with new galvanised corrugated roof 

sheeting of matching profile to the homestead and rolled to match concave 

profile to the verandah.   

Replace ‘clear light’ roofing to the verandah with galvanised roofing. 

Preference for Fielders Z600 galvanised roof sheet for replacement of roofing.  

Repaint to match existing.   

B 

Inspect roof sheeting to the verandah for evidence of corrosion.   B 

Inspect roofing and flashings for water tightness.   

Re-fix roof sheeting where sheets display separation at the laps to the main 

homestead roof.  

Repair roofing, including replacing missing or deteriorated elements.  

Refix loose ridge capping and flashings to ensure water tightness. 

Replace all flashings and ridge capping in galvanised material where missing, 

damaged and unserviceable.  Replace with galvanised materials. 

Repaint corrugated roofing to match existing. 

B 

Widow’s walk deck: Inspect the formed zinc tray roof to the widow’s walk for 

watertightness and corrosion.  Check at laps, screw fixings, at timber rolls and 

other locations where the sheets will wear and are at risk of damage. 

Repaint as desired. 

B 
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Exterior 

2.  Entry steps: 

The entry steps are constructed of rendered brick risers with bluestone treads.  

Stingers are of rendered brickwork terminating at low level piers with recessed 

panels.  

Stairs display minimal realignment of treads and the failure of the render 

finish to the face of the risers.  Undertake a structural inspection of the steps 

(as part of the recommended inspection of the building) to determine 

methodology for repair. 

In the event that wholesale repair is not required, remove delaminated 

sections of render to risers and reapply.  Match composition and colour of 

render. 

 

A/B 

3.  Rainwater goods to the homestead and verandah: 

Downpipes: Inspect downpipes, clean out blockages to downpipes and 

stormwater drain and ensure fixings are secure and watertight. 

Inspect downpipes to the lantern roof; clean as required.  Replace with new 

round galvanised downpipes if required.  Note: stormwater falls onto the 

tanked roof deck to the widow’s walk. 

Replace broken, damaged or leaking downpipes to match existing.  Where 

replacing downpipes to the verandah, form around the projecting capitals.  Do 

not remove original fabric from adjacent columns for the installation of 

downpipes. 

If wholesale replacement is proposed replace downpipes with round painted 

galvanised downpipes. 

Ensure connection to stormwater drainage system. 

Consolidate downpipes to remove the duplication of fittings and simplify the 

system where possible. 

 

A 

Spreaders from the homestead roof: Clean out and replace as required.  Form 

new from round galvanised pipe as required. 

B 

Eaves gutters: Historic images (Figure 1 and Figure 2) indicate that the original 

eaves gutter was in a shallow ogee profile with external clips.   

Inspect gutters to gablet ventilators to the roof lantern.  Replace if required.  

As with the remaining eaves gutters, these were originally in ogee profile.  

Replacement with ogee gutters is preferable. 

Future reinstatement of the eaves gutters should preferably in ogee profile 

and to historic detail.  

Existing gutters are quad profile in a Colorbond® finish with internal clips.  

Inspect existing gutters and clean as required.   

 

 

B 
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Exterior 

4.  Chimneys: 

Where chimney stacks are missing brick capping, reinstate with salvaged brick.  

Chimneys are capped with two courses of brick capping to the flues above the 

projecting string course. 

 

A 

Undertake pest extermination to address bee infestations to chimneys. A 

Repoint eroded mortar joints to all chimneys. 

Tuck-pointing is desirable though not necessary at this time. 

B 

Parge interior of chimney flues if required.   

Alternately, if fireplaces are no longer to be used, cap chimneys to protect 

from water ingress. 

B 

Remove paint finish to external faces of chimney breasts at verandah level. C 

South chimney breast displays minor cracking to mortar.  Inspect condition of 

brickwork as related to cracking.  Repair mortar joints as required. 

C 

5.  Verandah:  

Subfloor structure: Prior to the replacement of timber decking, inspect stumps 

and bearers, particularly beneath columns; replace/repair as required. 

Inspection of subfloor structure to be undertaken by a structural engineer 

along with inspection of the remainder of the homestead. 

 

A 

Decking: The timber decking to the verandah has been replaced in sections, 

though continues to displays extensive deterioration and displacement of the 

boards, particularly at the edges.  Remove damaged boards and replace 

decking with hardwood to match existing layout including the wide edge 

board.  Refinish as required, use decking oil or similar. 

Replace timber plinth to the verandah, ensure sufficient access for ventilation 

to the subfloor.  See below as related to the removal of vegetation abutting 

the verandah. 

Note: Care to be taken in the demolition of damaged decking where adjacent 

to the verandah columns.  Protect column bases from further damage during 

decking demolition and replacement works.  

 

A 

Roof structure: Undertake a detailed inspection of the roof structure 

identifying all areas of failure and repair/replacement of rotted and missing 

elements.  

Splice-in new and/or replace damaged or missing elements of the timber 

structure.  

A 
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Exterior 

Verandah gablet: The verandah gablet over the entry displays damage as a 

result of movement, particularly to the north-east corner.   

Refer to the requirement for inspection of the subfloor structure above.  

Repair timberworks as required. 

Replace/splice-in new timber structure as required to matching detail; 

reinstate moulded timber capping bead to the upper edge of the gablet and 

roofing.  Refer to Figure 2 for original detail. 

The leadlight panel to the gablet is not original.  This can be replaced with a 

timber panel to match original detail if desired, refer to Figure 1 and Figure 2 

for the design of the panel. 

A 

Columns: The verandah/gablet arrangement at the east entry and the three 

columns at the south-east corner of the verandah display misalignment of 

columns, timber roofing structure and likely subfloor structure.  See above as 

related to inspection of the sub-floor structure and repair. 

Inspect remaining columns for intactness of detail, alignment and condition.  

Where required, re-align columns (related to subfloor structure), repair as 

required including the reinstatement of missing detail. 

Columns display separation of the external sheet cladding to the column base.  

Refer above as related to the inspection of the subfloor structure.  Parallel to 

the decking replacement works, secure sheet cladding to the verandah 

columns, re-affix to concrete core, re-join separated sheets (spot weld) clean 

back joint to smooth surface.  See also Metal work. 

Re-affix loose brackets, capitals and other detailing.  Replace missing detailing 

to timber brackets, including moulded trim to the external face of timber 

brackets.  

Carefully prepare metal work for repainting, including localised anti-corrosion 

treatment. 

Repaint columns, brackets as required. 

A 

6.  Timber fabric: 

Generally, repaint timber fabric and details.  Where deteriorated splice in new 

fabric to match species, detail and profile of the original. 

Weatherboards: Generally, where protected, timber weatherboards and plinth 

to the verandah are in good condition.  Repaint as required. 

Areas of significant deterioration are evident to the west facades, western 

exposed ends of the north and south facades, internal facades and lantern.  

These areas require wholesale replacement of weatherboard cladding, timber 

trims and mouldings and timber plinth where rotted.  Match replacement 

fabric in detail, profile and species.  Repaint to match existing colour scheme.   

 

 

 

A 
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Exterior 

Subfloor and wall structure: Replace sections of subfloor structure and wall 

framing where affected by rot and/or termite damage.  Splice in new 

materials. 

A 

Widow’s walk balustrade: The balustrade to the widow’s walk is a modern 

replacement.  It differs in the detail to the original in the form of the posts and 

balusters and is open below the bottom rail.  (In the original, the balusters 

meet the bottom plate which rests on the roof deck.)  The balustrade displays 

areas of rot and deterioration.   

Repair the balustrade as required by splicing in new timber fabric. 

A 

Gables: The turned timber bracket and finial detail to the gable ends appear to 

be original.  Inspect this element along with the barge board and timber trims 

at each gable for rot and other areas of deterioration.  The timber 

trim/flashing to the north roof plane of the southern gable is missing and this 

should be reinstated.  Repaint as required.   

Reinstate ventilation openings to gable if desired. 

A 

Vented eaves: These are relatively protected.  Repair and repaint as required.  B 

Gablet ventilators: Carefully inspect all four ventilators for deterioration, rot, 

and loss of fabric.   

Reinstate louvres where missing with timber of matching profile. 

The west and south ventilator are missing timber barge boards and trims.  

Replace rotten and missing elements to match detail and profile of original.  

Repaint as required.  

Replace rotted or deteriorated timber weatherboards, repaint. 

A 
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Exterior 

Window and door joinery: Where protected from the weather, the window 

and door joinery is generally in good condition.  However, windows and doors 

located to west, internal elevations and south-west (to the c. 1958-1960 

alterations) are in poor condition. 

Inspect all window and door joinery, assess condition and operation.  To 

elements that are in good condition, undertake minor repairs and replace 

deteriorated fabric with material of matching profile and detail as required.  

Repair window and door hardware where required. 

To elements where fabric is extensively deteriorated, remove affected fabric 

and replace with new of matching detail.  This will necessarily require an 

assessment of individual windows and doors to determine which sections are 

able to be salvaged and reinstated.  It is preferable to retain as much original 

fabric as possible. 

For original windows, match detail of sashes including horns, framing, sills and 

architraves.  Replace fly screens as required.  Modern windows to be replaced 

as desired within the existing opening. 

For original doors, match detail of door, architraves, framing and sills.  Replace 

flywire to screen doors as required.  Modern doors to be replaced as desired 

within the existing opening. 

 

A 

7.  Glazing: 

Replace broken or missing glazing as required.  Re-putty or replace bead to 

match existing detail. 

Care to be taken in the repair and replacement of original leadlight and 

feature glazing.  Use suitably experienced specialist glaziers for this work. 

 

B 

8.  Metal work: 

Treat exposed metalwork including columns and finials to lantern, with 

proprietary anti-corrosion system.  Prepare as required and repaint. 

Wrought iron finial to the verandah gable, as shown in the historic image, is 

missing.  Replace to match based on photograph and examples to the lantern 

roof for design detail. 

 

B 

9.  Landscaping: 

The garden beds and landscape treatments immediately surrounding the 

homestead and verandah have impacted on the condition of the building 

fabric.   

It is recommended that vegetation abutting the verandah be removed to allow 

inspection of the verandah structure.  Future planting should be of a low scale 

and enable the unimpeded access to the subfloor for ventilation. 

Ground levels to the west and internal access way of the building should 

ideally be lowered to enable adequate drainage in this area.  Removal of the 

paving in these areas will be required to facilitate improved subfloor 

 

A 
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ventilation.  Revise landscape to include additional surface and subsurface 

drainage away from the building fabric.   

Driveway: Retain gravel/crushed rock permeable treatment to driveways.  

Retain shallow brick drains edging where remaining.  

10.  Stormwater drainage: 

Inspect stormwater drainage, clear drainage lines and ensure connection of all 

downpipes to stormwater system. 

 

A 

11.  Miscellaneous fittings and fixtures: 

Remove extraneous fittings, pipes, fixtures (light fittings etc) that are no longer 

functional. 

Remove ad-hoc weather protection (canopies) located above doorways to 

internal access way.  Alternatively install appropriate stormwater drainage 

systems to direct water away from the adjacent weatherboard wall and timber 

window and door fabric. 

Remove non-original cupboards, storage/seating and mechanical equipment if 

no longer in use from verandah decking. 

 

B 

12.  Sunroom: 

The sunroom to the south-west (extending the verandah) is not original and 

could be demolished as desired. 

 

B 
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Exterior 

 

Figure 4 Separation of timber framing and 

roof and misalignment of columns of 

the gable over the verandah entry 

 

Figure 5 Detail of rot affected weatherboards 

and plinth to the north-west corner 

of the homestead; note the level of 

the adjacent paving is equal to the 

plinth limiting subfloor ventilation 

 

Figure 6 Detail of the southern verandah 

condition; see detail at Figure 8  

 

Figure 7 View of the deteriorated 

weatherboards to the west  
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Figure 8 Detail of the exposed and 

deteriorated floor structure and loss 

of weatherboards 

 

Figure 9 Eastern gablet ventilator to lantern; 

note the loss of timber detailing and 

condition of the weatherboards and 

louvres  

 

Interior 

1.  Fireplaces, hearths: 

Structural investigation: The effect of movement of the 

fireplaces is apparent to chimney breasts/adjacent walls and 

ceilings to the hall, both lounges, dining room and bedrooms 1, 2 

and 4.  From this perspective, the hall fireplace is in poor 

condition.  Plaster finishes display varying degrees of cracking 

and opening up of plasterwork/paint/wallpaper finishes and 

skirtings/timber joinery.  The fireplace including the tiled hearth 

to the hall is lifting as a whole away from the timber flooring. 

The chimney breasts to the rear living area and bedroom 5 have 

been modified with the application of Castlemaine slate and 

timber lining boards and it is difficult to determine whether 

these are affected in the same way.   

It is recommended that a detailed structural investigation be 

undertaken to determine the cause of movement and develop a 

remediation methodology.  Structural works should be 

implemented prior to the undertaking of reparatory works to 

plaster wall and ceiling finishes. 

Mantle pieces and hearths: Mantle pieces are variously marble 

and timber.  In of themselves, these are in good condition and 

require very little detailed repair beyond cleaning where 

exhibiting staining.  As noted above, conservation/maintenance 

works should occur after the stabilisation of the fireplaces.  

Refinish dining room fireplace with suitable oil/wax treatment.  

Remove paint from hall mantle to reinstate original stained 

scheme if preferred. 

Hearths to fireplaces are slate with the exception of the hearths 

to the hall and dining room fireplaces which are patterned 

 

A 
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coloured tiling.  These are generally in good condition.  Repair as 

required post works to stabilise the fireplaces. 

Non original fireplaces: Where the original mantle is retained to 

bedroom 4, the non-original heater insert and brick surround be 

removed and replaced with a new heating system.   

Repair refurbished fireplaces as required.   

 

 

C 

2.  Wall and ceiling finishes: 

As the building is of timber construction, plaster wall and ceiling 

finishes are presumed to be lathe and plaster to the original 

component of the building.  Solid plaster is applied to the 

chimney breasts.  The dressing room, bedroom 5 and, the 

kitchen and rear living room have been refurbished and modern 

wall and ceiling linings installed.  Bedroom 3 and the associated 

bathroom, walk-though robes and short hall have also been 

refurbished with lower ceilings and bathroom fitout dating to the 

1960s.  Lower modern ceilings have been installed to the bar and 

hallways to the north and south wings. 

Plaster wall finishes exhibit cracking to lathe and plaster through 

wall paper linings and paint finishes throughout the rooms that 

retain original finishes.  Cracking to painted ceilings and walls 

have been repaired superficially, though the underlying cause of 

the cracking has not been addressed, being both localised 

movement and water ingress.  

Ensure water damaged plaster ceilings are dry prior to 

undertaking repairs.  Dependent on the extent of damage, retain 

salvageable plaster finish and repaint.  If significantly damaged, 

remove affected plaster, prepare substrate and reapply plaster 

coat to match.  Clean and repaint. 

Repair damaged cornices as required; re-run mouldings in 

matching profile. 

Removal of drummy or loose plaster to walling, refix large areas 

where possible, fill cracks.  Repaint.  

Embossed paper to dado to hall to be retained.  Carefully clean 

as required.  Application of additional coats of paint will dull the 

clarity of the embossed pattern.  Seek specialist conservation 

advice relating to this feature if future redecoration is proposed. 

Existing wall paper and paint finishes can be refinished as 

required. 

 

A 
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3.  Timber joinery: 

Timber joinery includes the large scale arcaded timber structure 

to the hall, doors, skirtings, door and window architraves.   

 

A/B 
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Original decorative joinery appears to be in good condition 

generally.  Repair and repaint as required.  Reglaze windows as 

required. 

The modern door frame to bedroom 3 exhibits historic termite 

damage.  See previous recommendations re termite inspection 

and eradication.  Remove and replace damaged timber joinery as 

required and repaint. 

Door hardware: brass push plates, escutcheons, strike plates, 

decorative door locks, bronze door handles and plates.  Retain 

original door furniture.  If required, undertake a light clean to 

metalwork to ensure the retention of the patina.  Do not use 

abrasive and aggressive cleaning products that will remove the 

patina of the door handles, push plates and escutcheons. 

Stairs to lantern: clean, refinish with tung oil or similar. 

4.  Timber flooring: 

Inspect timber flooring for termite damage, rot and general wear 

and tear.  Patch repair where required with matching timber to 

the airlock, entry and hall.  The hallway from north entry to 

south wing required patch repairs. Refinish as desired. 

Refinish non-original parquetry as required. 

 

B 

5.  Leadlight glazing: 

Inspect for leadlight glazing at the entry for bellying, failure of 

the lead cames and damage to glazing.  Utilise an experienced 

leadlight conservator to undertake repairs if required. 

 

B 

6.  Lantern:  

Retain glazing panels and clean as required.  Clean timber 

fretwork of staining.  Fretwork panels are unfinished on the 

lantern side, though can be repainted if desired.   

 

B 

7.  Possum ingress: 

Secure lantern to eliminate possum ingress. 

 

A 

8.  Wet areas: 

Refurbish kitchen, bar and bathrooms/toilets as required.  

 

B 
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Interior 

 

Figure 10 Cracking to coved ceiling above 

the hall fireplace, loss of paint 

 

Figure 11 Lifting of tiled hearth and timber 

mantle to hall fireplace 

 

Figure 12 Detail of cracking to wall finished 

adjacent to the small lounge 

fireplace 

 

Figure 13 Patch repairs to ceiling, cornice and 

walls in the dining room 
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3.3 Stables/coach house 

Externally, the key issue for this building is securing it, as best as possible, from the ingress of weather.  

As a utilitarian building, there is an expectation that the interior fabric will be fairly robust and able to 

withstand the rigours of an agricultural use.  For this reason, works are primarily of a maintenance 

nature. 

 

Exterior 

1.  Roofing: 

Inspect the underside of roof sheeting for corrosion from upper 

level space.   

Re-fix roof sheeting where sheets display separation at the laps.  

Inspect roofing and flashings for water tightness.   

Refix loose ridge capping and flashings to ensure water tightness. 

Replace all flashings and ridge capping in galvanised material where 

missing, damaged and unserviceable.  Replace flashing between 

chimney and north external wall.  Replace with galvanised materials. 

Replace corroded or damaged roof sheeting with new corrugated 

galvanised roof sheeting of matching profile.  Preference for Fielders 

Z600 galvanised roof sheet. 

Replace ‘clear light’ roofing with galvanised roofing if required. 

Repaint to match existing.   

 

A 

2.  Rainwater goods: 

Replace all rainwater good: gutters and downpipes.  Connect to 

stormwater system. 

 

A 

3.  Timber fabric: 

Generally, repaint timber fabric and detailing.  Where deteriorated 

wholly replace with new fabric to match species, detail and profile of 

the original.  

Weatherboards: Weatherboard cladding is in fair condition.  Replace 

deteriorated or missing boards, trims and architraves to doors and 

windows with matching material.  Repaint entire exterior. 

Repaint timber post and rail fence. 

 

B 

4.  Chimney: 

Repoint external face of chimney, match composition, colour and 

detail of mortar joint. 

Re-lay loose bricks to chimney cap.  Parge interior of flue if required.  

Alternately, cap chimney to prevent water/insect/animal ingress. 

 

B 
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5.  Door and window joinery: 

Repair timber door joinery where fabric is missing or deteriorated.  

Repair/replace door furniture. 

Eastern sliding doors: These exhibit loss of fabric to lower section, 

replace lining boards to match existing.  Repaint. 

Clean sliding mechanism and tracks and lubricate as required to 

ensure smooth operation. 

Western swing doors: Remove failed repairs to lower section.  

Replaces deteriorated or missing timber boards to match existing.  

Repaint. 

Clean back hinges, de-rust and treat with anti-corrosion treatment if 

required.  Repaint. 

Window joinery: Repair timber window joinery and replace missing 

sections (mullions and transoms) to match detail of existing. 

Replace missing glazing. 

Re-putty/repair timber beads to existing glazing where required. 

Repair to make operable. 

Replace window hardware as required. 

 

A/B 

6.  Vegetation: 

Remove vegetation directly against the building. 

 

A 

7.  Drainage: 

Inspect drainage.  Repair as required to ensure stormwater is 

removed from the building. 

 

B 
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Exterior 

 

Figure 14 East elevation of stables/coach 

house; note vegetation against the 

building and missing glazing 

 

Figure 15 West elevation of stable/coach 

house; note vegetation against 

building, unpainted weatherboard 

cladding and missing glazing to 

upper windows 

 

Figure 16 North elevation of stables/coach 

house 

 

Figure 17 South elevation of stable/coach 

house; note the extensive 

vegetation coverage to this side, 

this should be removed 
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Interior 

1.  General: 

Clean out interior of non-essential materials, objects etc. 

Remove possum/bird waste, particularly to upper level. 

 

A 

2.  Timber fabric: 

Generally, repaint/refinish timber fabric and detailing.  Where deteriorated 

wholly replace with new fabric to match species, detail and profile of the 

original.  

 

B 

3.  Door and window joinery: 

Repair timber door joinery where fabric is missing or deteriorated.  

Repair/replace door furniture.   

Eastern sliding doors: Clean sliding mechanism and tracks and lubricate as 

required to ensure smooth operation. Repaint. 

Western and internal swing doors: Clean back hinges, de-rust and treat with 

anti-corrosion treatment if required.  Repaint timber. 

 

B 

4.  Flooring: 

Brick floor: Wash flooring with low pressure water.   

Timber floor and stair: Clean, sand and refinish with oil/paint. 

 

B 

 

Interior 

 

Figure 18 View to the west from the central 

aisle of the stable/coach house 

 

Figure 19 Upper level, view east 
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Species Common 
Name 

Comment Arb 
Rating 

TPZ Significance 
to HO129 

Additional comment   

1 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 88 trees in 2 
rows - 3 failed, 5 dead. 
Past clearance 
pruning. Low 
stem:height & live 
crown ratios. 

Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

2 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 57 in 2 
offset rows. 2 failed, 2 
dead. Past  clearance 
pruning. Low 
stem:height & live 
crown ratios. 

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

3 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum In road reserve. Multi-
stemmed, partly 
suppressed. 

Low 2.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

4 Eucalyptus 
radiata 

Narrow-
leaved 
Peppermint 

In road reserve. Tip 
dieback. 

Mod. 5.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

5 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 23 in single 
row.  Tip & crown 
dieback, limb failures. 

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

6 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 21 in offset 
rows.  Tip & crown 
dieback, limb failures. 
6 dead, 1 failed.  

Low 9.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

7 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 19 in single 
row.  Tip & crown 
dieback. 1 Dead, 2  
failed. 

Low 9.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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8 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 40 in single 
row.  Tip & crown 
dieback. 3 Dead, 1  
Failed & 3  partial 
failures. 

Low 10.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

9 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 46 in single 
row @ 2m spacing.  
Tip & Crown dieback. 
1 Dead & 2  Partial 
failures. Limb failures. 

Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

10 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 5 in single 
row.  Tip & Crown 
dieback. 2 Dead & 1  
Partial failure.  

Low 6.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

11 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 11 in single 
row.  Tip & Crown 
dieback.  2   failed.  

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

12 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Partly suppressed by 
#13. Crown bias-W. 

Low 10.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

13 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Partly suppressed by 
#12. Crown bias-E. 

Low 11.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

14 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Crown dieback. Low 6.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

15 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Crown dieback & 
sparse. 

None 5.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

16 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Crown dieback & 
sparse. 

None 7.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

17 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 3 @ 2m 
spacing. Branch failure 
& crown dieback. 

Low 6.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

18 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 8 @ 2m 
spacing. Branch failure 
& crown dieback. 

Low 6.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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19 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Crown dieback. Low 5.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

20 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Partly suppressed. 
Reduced foliage 
density. 

Low 6.7 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

21 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Partly suppressed.   
Over-extended limbs. 
Young Pine growing 
from base. 

Mod. 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

22 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

 Mod. 6.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

23 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk wounds, 
dieback, deadwood. 

Mod. 6.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

24 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Foliage sparse, in 
decline. 

None 10.1 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

25 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Foliage sparse, in 
decline. 

None 5.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

26 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density. 

Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

27 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density.  Crossing 
limbs. 

Low 11.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

28 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Main leader dead, 
trunk decay. Over-
extended limbs. 

Low 7.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

29 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk decay. Over-
extended limbs. 

Low 5.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

30 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

 Low 7.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

31 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Over-extended limbs.  
Hanging branch. 

Low 7.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

32 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk decay. Low 4.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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33 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density. Over-
extended limbs. 

Low 8.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

34 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density.  Partly 
suppressed. 

Low 7.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

35 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Dieback. Low 7.3 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

36 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Dieback. Low 7.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

37 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

In severe decline. None 6.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

38 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density. 

Low 5.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

39 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Branch failure.  Low 7.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

40 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Lost main leader. 
Trunk decay. 

Low 4.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

41 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Lost main leader. 
Trunk decay. 

Low 5.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

42 Melaleuca 
ericifolia 

Swamp 
Paperbark 

Suckering habit. 
Included bark fork. 

Low 2.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

43 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Included bark forks. 
Group of 12  
Suckering habit <5H 
&12Dbh. 

Low 3.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

44 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Included bark fork. 
Group of 3 Suckering 
habit <5H &12Dbh. 
Borer damage. 

Low 3.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

45 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Included bark fork 
Group of 8 Suckering 
habit <5H &12Dbh. 
Borer damage. 

Low 3.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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46 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Borer damage.  
Blackberry infested. 

Low 2.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

47 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Included bark fork. 
Group of 2 Suckering 
habit <5H &12Dbh 
& Prunus sp. Borer 
damage. 

Low 2.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

48 Prunus 
cerasifera 
'Nigra' 

Purple Leaf 
Cherry Plum 

Group of 8, suckering 
habit.  Multi-
stemmed.  

None 2.0 Non-
contributory 

modern planting Beyond HO 

49 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Branch failure  Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

50 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Included bark crotch. 
Borer. 

Low 3.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

51 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Borer. Branch failure  Low 3.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

52 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

  None 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

53 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Main leader dead. 
Trunk decay. 

None 4.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

54 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk decay. Limb 
failures. Young 
specimen 3m Nth. 
10Dbh 4x4. 

Low 6.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

55 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 3 None 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

56 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

 Mod. 6.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

57 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density. Over-
extended limbs. 

Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

58 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Basal wound. Partly 
suppressed. 

Low 4.7 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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59 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Lost main leader. 
Trunk decay. 

None 4.7 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

60 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

 Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO  

61 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Main leader dead. Low 4.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

62 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Main leader dead. 
Trunk decay. 

None 7.1 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

63 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Reduced foliage 
density. 

Low 7.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO  

64 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Branch failure.  Low 11.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO  

65 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Crown bias-NW. 
Over-extended limbs. 

Mod. 8.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

66 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Over-extended limbs. Mod. 8.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

67 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Lost main  
codominant leader 

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

68 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Over-extended limbs.  
Hanging branch. 

Mod. 4.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

69 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Main leader dead. Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

70 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

 Mod. 7.7 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

71 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Over-extended limbs. Low 14.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

72 Populus 
Xcanescens 

Grey Poplar Group of 14. Multi-
stemmed  Suckering 
habit. 

Low 4.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

73 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 22. Branch 
failures. Interspersed 
with suppressed 
Poplars. 

Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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74 Populus 
Xcanescens 

Grey Poplar Group of 42. Multi-
stemmed  Suckering 
habit. Crown dieback. 
Elm & Cypress 
interspersed. 

Low 4.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

75 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Multi-stemmed.   Low 11.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

76 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Multi-stemmed.   Low 8.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

77 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 61. Tip 
dieback. Reduced 
foliage density. Branch 
failures. 3  Dead. 1 
Failed. 

Low 7.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

78 Eucalyptus 
kitsoniana 

Gippsland 
Mallee 

Main leaders dead. None 4.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

79 Eucalyptus 
kitsoniana 

Gippsland 
Mallee 

Trunk decay. Low 2.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

80 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 13. Low 10.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

81 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 28. Tip 
dieback. Reduced 
foliage density. Branch 
failures. 3  Dead, 2 
failed, 3 in decline. 

Low 9.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

82 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Group of 3. Tip 
dieback. Reduced 
foliage density. Branch 
failures.  1m spacing. 

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

83 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Branch failures.   

Low 11.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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84 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Branch failures.   
Partly suppressed. 

Low 9.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

85 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. Lost 
main leader.  

Low 10.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

86 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Reduced foliage 
density. Branch 
failures.  

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

87 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Branch failures, 
dieback. 

Low 10.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

88 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Branch failures, 
dieback, in decline. 

Low 9.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

89 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Branch failures, 
dieback & desiccation. 

Low 9.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

90 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Desiccated. In severe 
decline. 

None 12.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

91 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Neighbour's tree. 
Dieback. Branch 
failures.  

Low 10.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

92 Acacia 
mearnsii 

Late Black 
Wattle 

Minor contribution. Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

93 Acacia 
mearnsii 

Late Black 
Wattle 

In decline. None 3.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

94 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

 Low 5.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

95 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Dieback &  
Desiccation. 

Low 5.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

96 Acacia 
mearnsii 

Late Black 
Wattle 

Dieback.  None 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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97 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Partly suppressed. Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

98 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Minor contribution, 
partly suppressed.   

Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

99 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Partly suppressed.   
Blackberry infested. 

Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

100 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Partly suppressed.  
Crown bias-E. 

Mod. 3.7 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

101 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 77. Woody 
weed. Partially 
blackberry infested. 

None 4.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

102 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Dieback & borer 
damage. 

Low 3.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

103 Prunus 
cerasifera  

Cherry-plum  Blackberry infested. 
Multi-stemmed woody 
weed. 

Low 2.3 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

104 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Borer damage. 
Blackberry infested. 

Low 4.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

105 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Group of 3. Multi-
stemmed suckers. 

Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

106 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Group of 3. Dieback. 
Reduced foliage 
density. 1 Dead. 
Blackberry infested. 

Low 4.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

107 Acacia 
melanoxylon 

Blackwood Group of 13. 1 Dead. 
Blackberry infested. 
Borer damage. 

Low 4.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

108 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Group of 8. 1 Failed.  
Over-extended limbs. 

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

109 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 6.1 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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110 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Codominant with 
included bark union. 
Trunk decay. Fungal 
bracket. 

Low 10.1 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

111 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

 Mod. 8.3 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

112 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk decay, lost 
main leader. 

Low 8.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

113 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

114 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk decay, lost 
main leader. 

Low 6.7 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

115 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Main trunk failed, 
decay.  

None 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

116 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Column of decay up 
trunk.  

Low 7.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

117 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Lost main leader. Low 6.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

118 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Trunk wounds, borer 
damage, branch 
failure.  

Low 8.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

119 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Branch crowding. Mod. 7.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

120 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 3.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

121 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 2.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

122 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Dead branch in upper 
crown. Overextension. 

Mod. 9.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

123 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

 Overextension. Low 8.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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124 Eucalyptus 
botryoides 

Southern 
Mahogany 

Group of 5 trees.  
Limb failures. 
Deadwood. 
Overextension. 

Low 8.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

125 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 3.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

126 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Borer damage. Low 3.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

127 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Epicormic from base. Mod. 3.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

128 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Lopped for line 
clearance. 

Low 2.3 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

129 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Past power line 
clearance. 
Codominant with 
included bark union 
@1.2m. 

Low 7.3 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

130 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Epicormic crown. Lost 
main leader. Borer 
damage. 

None 3.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

131 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Past power line 
clearance. 
Codominant with 
included bark union 
@1.0m. 

Low 5.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

132 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Included bark union 
@1m. 

Low 5.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

133 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Line clearance 
pruning. 

Low 3.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

134 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum 6 leaders from base. 
Line clearance 
pruning. 

Low 6.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

135 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Trunk kinked at base. Mod. 2.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

136 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Trunk decay. Borer 
damage. 

Low 8.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 
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137 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Borer damage. Likely 
stump sprout -basal 
decay. 

Low 3.5 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

138 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Trunk wounds. Mod. 3.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

139 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Trunk wounds and 
decay. 

Low 6.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

140 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Trunk wounds. Mod. 3.2 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

141 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Trunk wounds. 
Included bark union 
@0.5m. Limb failure. 
Cracked leader. 

Low 7.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

142 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Major crown bias. Low 2.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

143 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Major crown bias.  Low 2.6 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

144 Eucalyptus 
ovata 

Swamp Gum Lost main leader, 
failed trunk 
40cm@1m. Trunk 
decay. 

Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

145 Eucalyptus sp. Gum Tree Codominant with 
included bark union 
@3m - could be 
pruned out. Limited 
impact. 

Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

146 Eucalyptus sp. Gum Tree Sound but relatively 
young and making 
limited contribution. 

Low 2.4 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

147 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Multiple upright 
leaders from congested 
basal union. Crown 
biased to E due to 
previous adjacent tree. 

Low 15.0 Contributory 
element 

c.1885-1900 Makes a significant 
contribution for its age, size and location 
as part of the cluster of conifers which line 
the main entry to the property. 

Retain, develop 
replacement plan for next 
15 years 
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148 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Partially suppressed. Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Immature specimen, not part of original 
design 

Remove 

149 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

 Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

immature specimen, not part of original 
design 

Remove 

150 Cupressus 
arizonica 

Rough-
barked 
Arizona 
Cypress 

 Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Immature specimen, which is a species 
typical of the period is not represented 
elsewhere on site in an earlier form 

Remove 

151 Cupressus 
arizonica 

Rough-
barked 
Arizona 
Cypress 

 Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Immature specimen, which is a species 
typical of the period is not represented 
elsewhere on site in an earlier form 

Remove 

152 Coprosma 
repens 

Mirror Bush Woody weed. None 2.4 Non-
contributory 

Weed species, not part of original planting, 
although common for the period and style 
of the garden in formation (such as 
maintained hedge) 

Remove 

153 Camellia sp. Camellia Shrub. None 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Examples within the garden relating to the 
interwar period and immediate post - 
World War 2 period survive, but this 
specimen is in an inappropriate location 
(on front boundary), therefore is not 
making a particular contribution to the 
garden as a place. 

Remove if required 

154 Camellia sp. Camellia Shrub. None 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Examples within the garden relating to the 
interwar period and immediate post - 
World War 2 period survive, but this 
specimen is in an inappropriate location 
(on front boundary), therefore is not 
making a particular contribution to the 
garden as a place. 

Remove if required 
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155 Quercus 
canariensis 

Algerian Oak Significant element of 
landscape. Crown bias 
to E due to previous 
adjacent tree.   Branch 
failure/damage 
including hanging 
branch.  

Mod. 15.0 Contributory Significant as an early planting within the 
garden, for its position at the formal 
entrance to the house from Grice's Road.  
In addition, the tree is of further interest 
for the link which is provided by the 
deciduous trees on the opposite side of the 
driveway which create a foliage and colour 
contrast with the darker conifers behind 
(illustrating former carriageway). 
Significant for its age, size, form and 
historical connection to the early twentieth 
century or late nineteenth century garden.  
Possibly c.1880s 

Retain, undertake 
remedial pruning and 
maintenance 

156 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 6.6 Non-
contributory 

Interferes with the aesthetic line of the  
hedge 

Remove 

157 Pittosporum 
undulatum 

Sweet 
Pittosporum 

Woody weed. Low 2.5 Non-
contributory 

Remove as interferes with the aesthetic line 
of the Boxthorn hedge, weed species. 

Remove 

158 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 
var. 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Codominant with split 
between leaders. 
Removal 
recommended. 

Low 12.5 Non-
contributory 

Post 1960s planting, not significant to 
overall heritage place 

Remove and replace with 
another P radiata  (likely 
to have been originally a 
pair with tree 159) 

159 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Lost leader in early 
years, resulting growth 
biased to NE. 

Low 7.8 Contributory 
element 

c.1885-1910 Remedial pruning 
required 

160 Pittosporum 
undulatum 

Sweet 
Pittosporum 

Woody weed. Low 5.6 Non-
contributory 

Weed Remove 

161 Populus 
xcanescens 

Grey Poplar Limb failure over drive 
with crack extending 
up E leader. Dieback 
in upper crown. 
Requires pruning if 
retained. 

Mod. 7.0 Non-
contributory 

dangerous Remove 
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162 Pittosporum 
undulatum 

Sweet 
Pittosporum 

Woody weed. Low 3.6 Non-
contributory 

Weed Remove

163 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

In road reserve. Basal 
wound. Past power 
line clearance. Woody 
weed. 

Low 6.1 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

164 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

In road reserve. Past 
power line clearance. 
Trunk wounds. Limb 
failure. 

Low 13.8 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

165 Robinia 
pseudoacacia 

Locust Neighbour's tree. 
Deadwood.  Limb 
failures.  Trunk/limb 
decay. 

Mod. 11.0 Contributory 
element 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

166 Robinia 
pseudoacacia 

Locust Mod. 2.9 Non-
contributory 

Beyond HO Beyond HO 

167 Fraxinus 
'Raywood' 

Claret Ash In decline. West side 
of crown mostly dead. 
Patches of bark 
necrosis along limbs. 

Low 9.6 Contributory 
element 

c.1910 -1930 Significant age, size and
form.  Location is also important, on the
junction of the 'farm' and 'homestead'
driveways

Retain, remedial pruning 
required 

168 Agonis 
flexuosa 

Willow 
Myrtle 

Dieback. Undersize 
foliage. Thinning 
crown. 

Low 10.3 Contributory 
element 

c.1910 Retain if possible,
otherwise replant with 
same species in same 
location 

169 Acer negundo Box Elder Previously lopped. 
Epicormic crown. 

Low 10.7 Contributory 
element 

c.1910, unusual to be planted as a
specimen tree in this location, which may
mean the date is somewhat later
(interwar?)

Retain if possible, 
otherwise replant with 
same species in same 
location 

170 Pittosporum 
undulatum 

Sweet 
Pittosporum 

Woody weed. Low 3.5 Non-
contributory 

Weed Remove

171 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Significant element of 
landscape due to size 
but potentially weedy 
species. 

Mod. 11.5 Contributory 
element 

c.1890-1910 early planting which was
suppressed by larger specimen adjacent
(now removed)

Remedial pruning and 
dead wooding required 
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172 Stenocarpus 
sinuatus 

Firewheel 
Tree 

Patches of necrotic 
bark. 

Mod. 4.8 Contributory 
element 

c.1910-1930  Tree likely to be part of a 
'second wave' of development in the 
interwar period - associations?  Other 
Victorian examples are commemorative, as 
might this be. 

Retain 

173 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 2.2 Non-
contributory 

choose the best of 173 or 174 and use as 
replacement to 175 which requires 
removal 

? 

174 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 5.3 Non-
contributory 

as above ? 

175 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed.  Limb 
failure. Codominant 
from ~12m. 

Low 9.1 Contributory 
element 

c1895-1910 part of early planting, 
however should be removed and replaced 
due to structural integrity being dangerous 

Remove and replace with 
same species in same 
location/remove and 
maintain 173 or 174 if 
suitable 

176 Brachychiton 
populneus 

Kurrajong  Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Later planting in inappropriate location Remove 

177 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 2.5 Non-
contributory 

 Remove 

178 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 12.4 Contributory 
element 

One of the earlier plantings within the 
garden, may date from 1895-1910.  
Significant for its size, age and form. 

Retain, remedial pruning 
required 

179 Araucaria 
cunninghamii 

Hoop Pine  Mod. 11.4 Contributory 
element 

One of the earlier plantings within the 
garden, may date from 1890-1905.  
Significant for its size, age and form. 

Retain, undertake 
remedial pruning 

180 Quercus 
canariensis 

Algerian Oak Overextended limbs.  
Deadwood to 120mm 
diameter. 

Mod. 10.4 Contributory 
element 

One of the earlier plantings within the 
garden, may date from 1890-1905.  
Significant as part of the driveway planting 

Retain, requires pruning 
over-extended limbs, dead 
wooding and pest control 
is urgent.  

181 Quercus robur English Oak In decline. Deadwood. 
Significant possum 
grazing evident. 

Low 10.7 Contributory 
element 

One of the earlier plantings within the 
garden, may date from 1890-1905.  
Significant as part of the driveway planting 

Retain, requires pruning 
over-extended limbs, dead 
wooding and pest control 
is urgent.  
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182 Cupressus sp. Cypress  Mod. 8.6 Contributory 
element 

Appears to date from the c.1910-1930 
period 

Retain 

183 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Limb failures. Low 14.6 Contributory 
element 

c.1895-1910  significant as part of the 
early twentieth century planting 

Retain, remedial pruning 
required.  If considered 
dangerous, replace  

184 Quercus robur English Oak In decline.  Epicormic 
crown. 

Low 6.4 Non-
contributory 

Poor form Remove 

185 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Limb failures. Low 12.4 Contributory 
element 

c.1910 planting but form is poor and tree 
appears to be senescent 

Remove and replace 

186 Araucaria 
cunninghamii 

Hoop Pine  Mod. 8.8 Contributory 
element 

c.1890-1910 early planting, appears to be 
suffering from competition 

Remove juvenile 
Monterey Pine from base 
of the tree, otherwise 
retain. 

187 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

 Remove 

188 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Woody weed. Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

 Remove 

189 Ulmus procera English Elm Epicormic growth. Mod. 9.0 Contributory 
element 

Interwar planting (or repressed by 
competition) 

Retain as new generation 
of Ulmus sp.  

190 Fraxinus 
angustifolia 

Narrow-
leaved Ash 

 Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

 Remove 

191 Araucaria 
bidwillii 

Bunya-Bunya 
Pine 

Significant landscape 
element. Multiple 
leaders from near base. 

Mod. 15.0 Significant Rare multi-stemmed form, dates from 
1890-1905, significant for its unusual 
form, and for the focal point it creates 
within the garden. 

Retain - cabling required?  
Undertake remedial 
pruning work 

192 Ulmus procera English Elm Deadwood. Epicormic 
growth. 

Mod. 9.7 Contributory 
element 

c1890-1905 planting, but appears to be 
senescent, with upper canopy dieback. 

Retain, undertake 
remedial pruning and 
dead wooding, mulch etc. 
to prolong useful life 
expectancy.  When 
removal occurs, replace 
with same species in same 
location 
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193 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Limb failures. Low 9.2 Contributory 
element 

c.1910 question species (should be Pinus 
nigra?) 

Retain 

194 Quercus robur English Oak  Mod. 10.3 Contributory 
element 

c.1890-1905 retain Retain 

195 Quercus robur English Oak Epicormics. Limb 
failure. 

Low 6.0 Non-
contributory 

 Retain if possible through 
remedial pruning, 
otherwise remove 

196 Pinus radiata Monterey 
Pine 

Limb failure. Included 
bark primary union. 
Fractured limb on east 
side. 

Low 13.4 Contributory 
element 

c 1910,  significant size Retain, remedial pruning 
required.  If considered 
dangerous, replace  

197 Ficus 
rubiginosa 

Port Jackson 
Fig 

Multiple leaders from 
base. 

Mod. 15.0 Contributory c 1910, multistemmed form which is 
unusual and for its exceptional size (equal 
to or beyond examples protected elsewhere 
within Victoria).  Only example of its type 
and species within Casey of this size 

Retain, undertake 
remedial pruning, seek 
advice on whether cabling 
is required from qualified 
arborist.  Undertake 
maintenance including 
mulching. 

198 Ulmus procera English Elm Epicormic growth. Mod. 10.1 Contributory 
element 

c1930 + but appropriate species and makes 
contribution to landscape 

Retain 

199 Grevillea 
robusta 

Silky Oak Limb failures. Low 5.3 Non-
contributory 

poor condition, post 1960s date Remove 

200 Quercus robur English Oak  Mod. 9.2 Contributory 
element 

Although not an original planting, this 
makes a significant contribution and can 
be considered 'new generation' planting of 
similar or same species already within 
garden 

Retain 

201 Pittosporum 
undulatum 

Sweet 
Pittosporum 

Woody weed. Low 3.1 Non-
contributory 

Weed Remove 

202 Pittosporum 
undulatum 

Sweet 
Pittosporum 

Woody weed. Low 3.0 Non-
contributory 

Weed Remove 

203 Acmena 
smithii 

Lilly Pilly Multiple leaders from 
0.5m. 

Mod. 11.8 Contributory 
element 

c,1920 Retain 
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204 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 23 lopped 
trees forming hedge. 
Some collapsing. 

Low 4.8 Significant Original L shaped hedge, part of the 
garden from the early 1920s.  Provided 
formality to the 'amenities area of car 
parking etc.' but also provided shelter from 
south easterly winds.  In poor condition 

Remove and replace in 
original Z shaped form. 

205 Cupressus 
glabra 

Smooth 
Arizona 
Cypress 

 Low 3.6 Non-
contributory 

Modern planting Remove 

206 Cupressus 
glabra 

Smooth 
Arizona 
Cypress 

 Low 3.4 Non-
contributory 

Modern planting Remove 

207 Cupressus 
glabra 

Smooth 
Arizona 
Cypress 

 Low 2.0 Non-
contributory 

Modern planting Remove 

208 Cupressus 
glabra 

Smooth 
Arizona 
Cypress 

 Low 3.0 Non-
contributory 

Modern planting Remove 

209 Ulmus procera English Elm Trunk wounds. Mod. 12.6 Contributory 
element 

Part of the early planting c. 1910, now in 
paddock 

Retain, fence off from 
stock at drip line 

210 Quercus robur English Oak Major past failure.  
Trunk wound & 
decay.  Overextended 
limbs. 

Low 11.4 Contributory 
element 

Part of the early planting c. 1910, now in 
paddock 

Retain, fence off from 
stock at drip line.  
Competing strongly with 
210. 

211 Quercus robur English Oak Large spreading tree. 
Deadwood.  

Mod. 12.6 Contributory 
element 

Part of the early planting c. 1910, now in 
paddock 

Retain, fence off from 
stock at drip line 

212 Quercus robur English Oak Limb failures. Over-
extended branches. 

Mod. 11.6 Contributory 
element 

Part of the early planting c. 1910, now in 
paddock 

Retain, fence off from 
stock at drip line, 
demolish garage which is 
prohibiting growth 

213 Quercus robur English Oak Limb failures.  Mod. 12.1 Contributory 
element 

part of the early planting c.1910 Remedial pruning 
required 

214 Ulmus procera English Elm Surrounded by 
suckers.  

Low 2.4 Non-
contributory 

Remove suckers by hand, but retain tree Retain as new generation 
of Ulmus sp.  
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215 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 
var. 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Branch crowding. 
Branch failure.  

Low 15.0 Contributory 
element 

c.1900 Retain, undertake 
remedial pruning and 
dead wooding to ensure 
safety 

216 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Lost leader.  Low 2.8 Non-
contributory 

later specimen Retain and prune so that 
this specimen can be a 
'replacement' for tree217 

217 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Major Limb failures. None 15.0 Contributory 
element 

c.1900 Remove, tree 216 will 
replace this tree 

218 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Major Limb failures. None 15.0 Contributory 
element 

c.1900 Remove and replace 

219 Eucalyptus 
saligna 

Sydney Blue 
Gum 

Neighbour's tree.  Mod. 7.2 Non-
contributory 

 Beyond HO 

220 Betula 
pendula 

Silver Birch In decline. Low 7.4 Contributory 
element 

Mid twentieth century planting Remove 

221 Cupressus 
macrocarpa 

Monterey 
Cypress 

Group of 18 trees. 
Limb failures some in 
group collapsing. 

Low 9.6 Contributory 
element 

c.1900 Remove and replace 

222 Melaleuca 
styphelioides 

Prickly-
leaved 
Paperbark 

Group of trees- 
inaccessible due to 
dam and blackberry 
growth. Attributes 
estimated.  

Low 4.8 Non-
contributory 

Modern planting Retain if required, remove 
if necessary 

Orchard Malus 
domestica 

Apple part of orchard 
planting (interwar) 

  Contributory Not included in Tree Logic report - part of 
orchard 

Requires remedial 
pruning, mulching, 
removal of weeds etc.  

Orchard Malus 
domestica 

Apple part of orchard 
planting (interwar) 

  Contributory Not included in Tree Logic report - part of 
orchard 

Requires remedial 
pruning, mulching, 
removal of weeds etc.  

Orchard Prunus persica Peach part of orchard 
planting (interwar) 

  Contributory Not included in Tree Logic report - part of 
orchard 

Requires remedial 
pruning, mulching, 
removal of weeds etc.  
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Orchard Pyrus 
comminus 

Pear part of orchard 
planting (interwar) 

  Contributory Not included in Tree Logic report - part of 
orchard 

Requires remedial 
pruning, mulching, 
removal of weeds etc.  

Orchard Pyrus 
comminus 

Pear part of orchard 
planting (interwar) 
one of three originals, 
2 survive 

  Contributory Not included in Tree Logic report - part of 
orchard 

Requires remedial 
pruning, mulching, 
removal of weeds etc.  

Orchard Prunus x 
domestica 

Plum part of orchard 
planting (interwar) 

  Contributory Not included in Tree Logic report - part of 
orchard 

Requires remedial 
pruning, mulching, 
removal of weeds etc.  

Orchard Prunus avium 
(?) 

Sweet cherry Part of orchard 
planting (one of two 
originals) 

  Contributory One of two original plants Retain 

North lawn Prunus sp. Cherry     Not included in Tree Logic report - on 
north lawn 

Retain 

Carriageway 
intersection 

Malus 
domestica 

Apple     Not included in Tree Logic report - at 
intersection of carriageways. 

Retain 
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Victorian Heritage Database Report

Eyre Court

Location:
211 Grices Road,CRANBOURNE NORTH, Casey City

Heritage Status / Level of Significance:
Included in Heritage Overlay

Heritage Overlay Number: HO129
Listing Authority: Casey City

Statement of Significance:
What is significant?  
'Eyre Court', comprising the house constructed c.1886 and associated mature gardens and windrow plantings,
at 211 Grices Road, Cranbourne North. 

How is it significant?  
'Eyre Court' is of local historic and aesthetic significance to the City of Casey. 

Why is it significant? 
Historically, it is significant as an early farm complex that illustrates an important phase in the historic
development of primary production in this area during the late nineteenth century. It also has associations with
Richard Grice Junior who was well known in Melbourne and local circles, having served on the Shire Council
and provided many years of service for the Church of England, particularly at St. Marks, in Fitzroy. (AHC
criteria A4, D2 and H1) 

Aesthetically, the house is architecturally significant for its picturesque multi-gabled form, complete with the
look-out built into the roof and a prominent hill-top setting. A mature exotic garden complements the period of
the house and contains many mature trees (conifers, 'Araucaria sp.', oaks, old robinias, Canary Island pines)
which were presumably once part of the original Grice holding and now extend west from the property along
Grices Road  and contribute to the adjacent farm landscape. (AHC criterion E1)

Description

The homestead at 'Eyre Court' is a large altered weatherboarded multi-gabled and verandahed Victorian farm
house, with a look-out built into the roof and a hill-top setting within a notable mature exotic garden.  

The garden contains many mature trees (many conifers, 'Araucaria sp.', oaks, old robinias) which complements
the nearby orchards  and adjoining picturesque farm landscape. Canary Island pines (Pinus canaeriensis) and
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oaks extend west along Grices Road through other properties which were presumably once part of the Grice
holding.

Good

Developing primary production

Heritage Study / Consultant Casey - Casey Heritage Study, Context Pty Ltd, 2004; Casey - City of Casey
Heritage Study: Cranbourne, Knox	, Graeme Butler & Associate, 1998

Construction Date Range 1886 -

Architect / Designer

Municipality CASEY CITY

Other names

Hermes number 63193

Property number

This place/object may also be State heritage listed. Check the Victorian Heritage Database. For further details, contact the
local Council or go to Planning Schemes Online
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